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metropolitan areas, school districts,
etc., and
(d) the application of acts of the Legislature
of New Brunswick relative to said
municipal bodies;
and to report the evidence taken before [us] and
the findings thereon and the proceedings of the
Commission, together with recommendations with
respect to any or all of the above matters, to the
Lieutenant-Governor in Council.”
3. Very early in our inquiries, while we
were trying to put into some perspective the
nature of the tasks assigned to us, we realized
that the first matter upon which we had to come
to a decision, realizing that the decision would
condition all our subsequent thinking, was whether
the division of tasks between the provincial
government and its agencies on the one hand and
the cities, towns and counties on the other was
the best that might be developed in the light of
the financial powers of the municipalities, the
administrative competence of their appointed
officials and the principal preoccupations of their
elected officers; and whether the existing division
of tasks was appropriate to the circumstances of
the mid-twentieth century.
4. It seemed to us that the deliberations and
conflicts over municipal affairs, as reported in the
newspapers, were confined to only a few of the
many functions performed by the municipalities.
How often, we asked ourselves, have we read
of a municipal council being concerned with how
effectively it was discharging its responsibilities
for the welfare of orphans or with conditions in
the local gaol? How often has a council shown
concern for the adequacy of its collaboration with
members of the Department of Health in the discharge of public health functions? How often
have councils shown more concern about the
efiicacy of elementary educaton than they have
about its costs? We were thus reminded of the
deficiencies of divided jurisdiction: what is everyone7s concern is no one’s concern.
5. The second matter which intruded forcefully upon our early deliberations was the realization that we could not have regard only to events
which had already occurred. The startling rise
taking place in the costs of education and the
swelling numbers of children of school age could
by themselves make inadequate the financial resources of the towns and counties in the near
future even if those resources could meet the costs
of the present.

The Nature of the Task
1. The task entrusted to this Commission
was an immense and formidable one. In sum,
we were asked to evaluate every aspect of
municipal government in New Brunswick, the
financial and other relationships between the
province and all municipalities, and the division
of functions between the two levels of government.
It is not for want of modesty on our part that
we have refused to close off what, on first
examination, might appear to be peripheral to
our terms of reference. We have had no option
but to examine the entire governmental affairs
of the province in so far as they relate to the
municipalities.
2. Our general terms of reference included
“the whole field of relevant facts, issues and legislation relating to public or municipal fiscal matters
within the Province of New Brunswick.” Specifically we were asked: “to hold inquiry into and
concerning the desirability and feasibility of:
(a) maintaining or increasing the present
revenues of municipal bodies; and
(b) relieving individuals and industry of
some part of municipal tax burdens by
the substitution or creation of new or
other sources of revenue or bases of
taxation;
and without limiting the generality of the foregoing, in particular with respect to:
(c) the form, method and manner of,
(i) government,
(ii)
. . . administration,
111
( > assessment, rating and taxation (including methods),
(iv) taxation concessions, taxation privileges and special taxation arrangements,
(v) financing and expenditures, both
capital and current (including controls) ,
(vi) fiscal policies,
(vii) boundaries, amalgamations, divisions,
apportionments, consolidations, etc.,
(viii) order and government, and
(ix) a) payments, grants and subsidies,
and
b) the distribution of payments,
grants and subsidies to or in behalf
of, municipal bodies, including cities,
counties, towns, villages, local irnprovement distric.ts, civic associations,
I.
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6 We were struck, too, by the mixed record
o f the achievements of the past two decades:
tolerably high standards of priiary and secondary
education in a few towns and cities and deplorably
low standards in some rural areas; lack of income
removed as a bar to persons receiving adequate
hospital treatment but apparent neglect of the
chances to provide for more of their needs by
using comparatively inexpensive outpatients’
services; the foundation laid for a tolerably
efficient and equitable sales tax and an unconscionable personal property tax falling on an
unfortunate few of the province’s farmers and
businesses; a standard of assessment of real
property which is very low in a few municipalities
and deplorable in most.
7. At the outset, therefore, we became resolved to recommend whatever changes were
essential to an improvement of the many activities
of municipalities, however star-tlin,n thev might at
first appe&. wk resolved to trea: no Ltadiished
pattern of rel.ationships nor structure of government as inviolate. Certainly change for the sake
of change has no virtue. But if change were unavoidable if the public interest was to be served,
we were resolved to recommend it.
8 . Having resolved to urge change - no
more than necessary but as much as necessary
- we instructed our consultants to bring
. _ to our
attention whatever structure of government or
governmental
nractice which thev ionsidered New
,.
This
Brunswick c&Id c o p y t o idvantage.
procedure proved helpful for some particular
aspects of Municipal affairs, the handlin,? of debt
for examnle, It was of limited value, however,
in nrovidinr guidance concerning t h e major
problems before; us, especially the crucial decisions
concerning the division of functions between the
nrovincial government and the municinalities.
For these basic matters, we concluded that the
ci.rcumstances of the nro&nce determined the best
solutions - the attitudes of its Deople, its financial
resources, its size, the size of i& cities and towns,
and the wealth a’nd densitv of Donulation in the
rural areas. We were noi preia;ed to slavishly
COPY a s tructure of government from anywh.ere
els,e; nor do we recommend that our proposals for
New Brunswick be slavishlv conied bV others,
although we believe that sevecal of themJwould be
appro@iate elsewhere.
II. The Package Deal
9. In our Introduction we emphasized that
our report is best considered as a package deal.
Anyone attempting to evaluate our proposals must
keep in mind the very significant interrelationships which exist among our principal recommendations. Should our package not be acceptable in its entirety, we urge that great care be

taken in selecting those recommendations which
are to be put into effect. It is particularly important to recognize that without tLe governmental
structure which we have proposed, most of our
cost estimates will be witioui fouidation.
10. In this section we offer a very brief
description of our main proposals. It is always
dancerous to summarize. but an over-all review
would seem to be necessary at the outset if the
reader is to maintain a ‘13rox>er nersnective during
t h e m o r e tonical nrese&taiion LnecJessarv in thi
remainder ofA this Chapter and in the bo&v of the
report. Again we remind the reader that he
sh&ld studJr the body of the report for the detailed
reasoning behind our recomm&dations.
(1) S o m e o f o u r municinalities a r e relativelv 13rosnerous. Others1 are Door and
have &a lveri restricted tax base: In the
present circumstances stens taken to imbrave the standard of services in our richer
Municipalities often serve to increase the
fiscal iressure on the less fortunate ones.
Even where there is a desire to restrain local
expenditures this ic often frustrated by the
inclination of senior governments to offer
superficially attractive ‘iost-sharing arrangements for new services. Many of these costsharing arrangements benefit the rich and
penalize the poor.
(2) After due consideration the Commission concluded that a patch-work approach
would be inappropriate to present needs. We
could not see how serious structural difficulties could be solved merelv bv raising
grants to municip&ties. Instead Ge had tG
io to the heart of the matter and recommend
a complete functional rationalization of provincial and municipal government activities.
It is our view that New Brunswick with a
smaller population than either Montreal or
Toronto should be able to arrange its affairs
without making it impossible uto fix the
blame for poor -perform&ce. Yet iust such
a muddled* situ&ion regularly occirs under
the needlessly involved and often illogical
procedures which are in use at the present
time.
(3) The services which we now expect
from our municipalities are of two quite
different kinds :
First, there are services of a local nature,
which benefit mainly the residents of a
small, well-defined geographic area. Elsewhere in the province the benefits of these
services are felt onlv indirectlv. if at all.
Second, there a& the gene& services,
such as -education, hospgals and public
health, social welfare, <he administiation
of justice and civil defence. These general
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services affect a much larger popuiation
and when they are poorly performed the
consequences spread throughout the entire
provim
(4) At present neither local nor general
services are performed adequately in every
instance. Our objective, therefore, has been
to ensure that resDonsibilitv for each kind of
service is x>laced & the leGe1 of government
best qualiiied to perform it, andv that each
level of government has the financial resources required to carry out its responsibilities.
(5) Under the structure of government
which we propose, the general-service
programmes which are of province-wide
significance and which require large units
for efficient operation will be performed
directly by provincial government agencies.
These provincial agencies will bring together
centralized formulation of policy and a clear
responsibility for maintaining service standards, but they will provide also for continuing
the present decentralized administrative
offices as required to take proper account of
local circumstances. Under our scheme there
will be automatic province-wide equalization
of thse burden of maintaining adequate
standards in such vital areas as education,
public health, hospital services, social welfare and justice. No longer shall children
be limited to the quality of education which
their own neighbourh&d can afford; henceforth they shall be entitled to that standard
of education which the x>rovince as a whole
can support. As one meins of bringing about
meater uniformitv we propose that the
Grovince set and piy all GacGer salaries and
that local school boards be prohibited from
supplementing these amounts. At the same
ti& we DrotGose makinp more efficient use
of our ed;caiional resou&es bv reducing the
number of school districts frGm more “than
400 to approximatelv 60. We intend, however, thailschool boa;ds in these new districts
shall continue to control the hiring and firing
of t’eachers and the various other matters
which are their proper concern.
(6) The level of services which are deemed
to be of local benefit only shall continue to
be determined solely by local option. These
services will be administered by cities and
towns as in the past and by a new combination of villages and local service districts in
the other areas of the province. A single,
comprehensive municipalities act will replack the scores of statuies which now control
municinal activities. Although the countv
adminilstrative unit as presen;ly constitutea

will disappear as a consequence of the
province assuming responsibility for the
services now performed by the counties, the
recommended new system of local government will make it possible for rural areas
to provide local services as justified by local
circumstances. In other words we propose
to eliminate the functional distinction; which
now exist between urban and rural municiDalities.
17) F o r metropolitan areas containing
different but contimxous municipalities, we
recommend that cohbined counclfis be established to administer those services which are
jointly required. This system of metropolitan government will allow the constituent
municipalities to retain their individual
identity and to exercise sole authority over
the services which are not of common
concern.
(8) A major source of discontent with real
property taxes is the exceedingly poor
standard of assessment which now prevails.
To ensure uniform assessing we probose the
establishm.ent of a central ggen&y to determine the value of all real x>roDertv in the
province. This assessing aiendy Gould be
staffed by competent personnel and be subject
to an effective-anDeals x>rocedures in the case
of error. As a&her %art of its activities,
this agency will collect broperty taxes in the
amounts which have been authorized by the
appropriate taxing authorities. S&h a
collection service will reduce administrative
costs without in any way impinging on local
freedom to set the level of real property
taxes.
(9) We propose a system of ecrualizing
grants for local services which will reflect
differences in ability-to-pav rather than the
irrelevant factor of municipal status as is
presently the case. The l;ew grants will
promote uniformity in tax rates among
municipalities of equal efficiency. They will
also allow tax rates to fall -with &eater
efficiency and to rise with less, thereby ensuring that local ratepayers have a better
indication of how well their money is being
spent.
(10) In the case of local services, debenture
issues for capital projects will continue to be
initiated and paid for at the local level, but
thev shall be marketed centrallv and over a
lonier term, thereby reducing J the annual
c o s t o f municinal borrow&
Local ratepavers are to h&e more conLo over muni&Sal indebtedness through a requirement
that issues beyond a certain amount be
approved by plebiscite. A further statutory

limit will be placed on the total amount of
debt which a* municipality may have outstanding under any circumstances. In the
field of general services, the province will
assume complete responsibility for all capital
L
projects, bo<h past aLd future.
(1 I) We h.ave not been able to reduce the
total level of taxation. To do so would have
required the abolition of services which are
no& considered to be necessities. Indeed we
have reached the inevitable conclusion that
spending for certain vital services, especially
education, should be increased. At the same
time we have attempted to propose procedures to ensure that the nroSin&e receives
greater value for each tax dollar. At latest
count the province had 547 local taxing and
tax-supported authorities - or one for every
1,093 residents. Surelv the inefflciencv resuiting from such proliferation is more of a
danger to democracy than rational public
administration responsive to local needs. We
have th erefore su&ested ways to streamline
variol IS important admini strative procedures.
r
In addition, we have in a numbter of cases
sought to create independent administrative
commissions which will be protected from
undue political pressures - a cause of much
extravagance in. the past. More rrenerallv we
see an r&Tent need tb raise the skills of those
engaged in the public service. Additional
emphasis on attracting and retaining capable
administrative personnel would brir@ &eater
efficiency and lead to significant savings over
the long run. The lovv salaries now paid
to fill certain key public offices cannot be
justified as a saving
._ even in the short run!
Given
the
legitimate
revenue needs of
(12)
our provincial and _ municipal governments,
.
we have proposed a tax st?ucttire which is
more equitable and makes more economic
sense than the one now being used. The
municipal tax structure will be greatly
simplified. so that each municipality will be
empowered to levy real property taxes only.
Th; outmoded poll and personal property
taxes will both be eliminated. We also envisage a substantial reduction in the average
levels of real proDerty taxation. Among tde
general services the -taxation of real pronertv
&ill contribute only to the financin& ofLed<cation, and this contribution shall be-uniform
throughout the province. The provincial
education tax will be the onlv lev; made on
property in rural areas whi&h doJ not have
local services.
(13) Industry will benefit from the restriction of real property taxes to land and
buildings, thereby exempting all fixed

machinery from local and provincial levies.
The taxation of business enterprises shall
also be put on a uniform basis, so that the
selection of business locations will no longer
be influenced by the present unhealthy
competition among municipalities to off &
greater and greater tax Loncessions. All
existing municipal tax agreements are to be
terminated: in -their place there is to be a
ceiling on the tax raie which may be imposed on any business property in the
province, giving al2 firms the same degree of
protection from the efiects of municipal extravagance or a restricted local tax base.
We also propose a provincial government
nroeramme designed to attract m&e industrv
to the province ‘as a whole, rather than just
to some communities at the expense of others.
A special formula is propdsed for more
equitable taxation of timberlands.
( 14) The revenue lost by these reforms
and the additional revenue required to improve vital public services, such as education,
will be obtained through imposing a new tax
on motor vehicles and through raising the
retail sales tax to 5 per cent and extendin?
the base to include certain purchases which
are now exempt.
(15) We wish also to make clear at this
point that our recommended province-wide
equalization of general services will not
lower the high standards which now exist
for these services in certain areas. On the
contrary it is intended to bring the over-all
level of general services up to the highest
standards -which now exist and which must
be maintained if New Brunswick is to
prosper in the years ahead.
(16) We re&et that circumstances compel
us to transfer to other levels of government
the functions so long carried out bv county
governments. These rural administrations
have a long histom and performed invaluable
services d;ring the decades when they could
thrive on a reasonable level of property
taxation. However, the growing complexity
and the increasing costs of the general
services historically provi.ded by the county
units, together with the irresistible bU t
understandable desire of senior governments
to have greater control in return for bearing
a major- share of the cost of these programmes, have made it impossible for the
county unit to operate today as effectively
as it did in the past. Yet we have not been
unmindful of the democratic needs of our
rural residents. We have recommended that
where they are desired local services should
be provided in rural areas by setting up
5

villages or local service districts. Similarly,
school boards serving rural areas shall have
precisely the same authority as those serving
cities and towns. In addition, we have
recommended that *election to the legislative
assembly be by single-member rather than
multiple-member constituencies, so that on
average each member would be directly responsible for the interests of roughly 12,000
residents. This reform would benefit urban
as well as rural residents by bringing the
formulation of provincial policies closer to
the people.
Il. In a field as complex as modern government there are no easy answers - no perfect
solutions. W’e certainly make no claim to having
found anv. Yet it is our belief that there will be
wide support for a bold, ima$native carefully
thought-out plan to escape from the present
mor&s. The way we have shown will not be
easv, but we urp;k the province to take it. The
onlv alternative which we can see is a provessivelv hi&er level of property taxation and conseauentlv the bankruntcy of a number of local
government units, and worse, a complete collapse
of the services which local government is now
called upon to provide.
III. Outline of the Remainder of the Chapter
12. In the paqes t h a t f o l l o w , w e f i r s t
summarize our saVeAt findings concerning the
existing state of affairs and, as each point is dealt
with, we describe how our recommend.ations meet
the problems discovered. Our principal recommendations, formally and precisely worded, are
listed at the end of each chapter dealing with substantive matters, i.e., at the end of Chapters 8 to
17, with the exception of Chapter IO where the
recommendations are listed at the end of the discussion of each topic. Owing to the nature of the
tasks assigned to us, we pay more attention to
matters which should be put right than we do, or
could, to matters which are tolerably satisfactory.
For that reason, this report is not a balanced
annraisal of what is good and what is bad in the
affairs of our municipalities; it is an endeavour to
brine; about improvement. In the chanters dealing
with education, welfare, hospitals and justice and
with property taxation, we have nevertheless endeavoured to describe the present state of affairs
accurately and obiectively before off,ering our
commentary upon them and making recommendations.
13. We have tried to have all our statistical
calculations relate to the same year, 1961. This
is the reason why the Town of Caraquet does
not appear in our tables and is not mentioned in
our discussions. 1961 was the latest year for
which municipal statistics were available when
the main body of our report was written. A

number of tables of statistics relevant to the
matters dealt with in the report are contained in
Appendix 0. We must point out, however, that
much desirable statistical information was not t
available and that some which is compiled, even ’
by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, is inaccurate. An accurate ‘calculation of the cost of
the various activities of New Brunswick muni- i
cipalities, especially education, is difficult to come ;
by; at best, various items in the Annual Report of
Municipal Statistics had to be disentangled and,
at worst, the data were not reported to the Department of Municipal Affairs. It also proved impossible to discover the cost of public works
provided for rural settlements at the expense of
general provincial revenues.
14. The statistical information accompanvine; our report ought to be complete and
accurate and all calculations should relate to the
same year and employ a sinqle set of definitions
of the various items included in the tables. The
limitations of available information prevented us
from satisfying anv of these conditions. The lack
of adequate statistical information is a serious
matter. It has the unavoidable consequence that
policv decisions are made on the basis of incomplete or incorrect information.
15 . T h e snecifically e n u m e r a t e d t a s k s
assigned to the Commission were to inquire into:
( a ) municipal tax burdens on persons and
businesses;
(b) rating, taxation and tax concessions;
( C ! provincial grants and subsidies to municipalities ;
(d) municinal consolidations; and,
( e 1 municipal government, administration,
financing, expenditures, and debt.
16 . In other terms we were commissioned
to discover:
i
whether the burden of municipal tax0
ation was in general and on gverage
too heavy and if so, how it could be
reduced;
ii
( > whether the weight of taxation in
each municipality was reasonable
in relation to the level of taxation
elsewhere in the province;
...
( 111 ) whether the taxes paid bv each person
and by each business in a municipality were fair and reasonable in
;-elation to those paid by others in
comparable circumstances;
( i v > whether the many tax agreements between companies and municipalities
achieved fair treatment of the companies and were in the nublic interest;
( V > hhether the methods &d machinery
for the assessment of property and
6

the imposition and collection of property taxes were as efficient as might
reasonably be expected;
(vi) whether the numerous provincial
contributions to the municipalities,
calculated on various bases, treated all
groups of persons fairly and achieved
the objectives intended;
(vii) whether the consolidation of entire
municipalities or of any services
would be in the interest of the residents of the locality and in the
general public interest,;
(viii) whether the handling of municipal
debt could be more economically
effected; and,
(ix) whether the structure of municipal
governments, their powers, and the
controls exercised by the provincial
government were conducive to good
government and economy.
17. The remainder of this chapter does not
follow the precise order of discussion in the main
body of the report. We thought that it would be
easier for the reader to gain an understanding of
our recommendations if our summary followed
the order of the questions which we have just
listed. This procedure, we think, will bring out
the nature of our reasoning better than would be
possible by a serial summary of each chapter. The
following listing of the matters discussed in the
remainder of this chapter may further assist the
reader to follow our exposition and argument:
Municipal Taxation -- The Over-all Burden
(Paragraphs 18-21)
The Weight of Tax in the Various Municipalities (Paragraphs 22-32)
The Distribution of Taxes Within Municipalities (Paragraphs 33-37)
Inequities Arising from the Law (Paragraphs
38-45)
Tax Agreements Between Municipalities and
Industry (Paragraphs 46-50)
Provincial Revenues (Paragraphs 51-52)
Municipal Debt (Paragraphs 53-56)
Municipal Autonomy (Paragraph 57)
Consolidations of Municipal Services (Paragraphs 58-63)
Amalgamations and Annexations (Paragraph
64)
The Division of Functions Between the Province and the Municipalities (Paragraphs 6566)
Public Education (Paragraphs 67-74)
Social Welfare (Paragraphs 75-79)
Hospitals and Public Health (Paragraphs 8085)
The Administration of Justice (Paragraphs
86-89)
Civil Defense (Paragraphs 90-9 1)

Why So Many Administrative Commissions?
(Paragraphs 92-101)
The New Municipal Structure (Paragraphs
102-110)
Local Service Districts (Paragraphs 114-123)
The New Villages (Paragraphs 111-113)
The Collection of Real Property Taxes (Paragraphs 124-125)
The Municipal Affairs Commission (Paragraphs 126-128)
The Special Position of Oromocto (Paragraphs 129-133)
The Statutory Foundation for Responsible
Municipal Government (Paragraphs 134141)
Future Responsibility for Existing Debt
(Paragraphs 142-144)
The Equalizing Unconditional Grants (Paragarphs 145-156)
The Impact Upon Provincial Revenues (Paragraphs 157-165)
Inadequacy of Present Federal-Provincial
Fiscal Arrangements (Paragraphs 166-170)
Provincial Review and Control of Public
Spending (Paragraphs 171-172)
Attracting Industry to the Province (Paragraphs 173-181)
Conclusion (Paragraphs 182-184)
IV. Municipal Taxation -- the Over-all Burden
18. Are municipal taxes in general and on
average too heavy? Remembering that revenues
must be raised in-one way or another, the answer
to this question can take only one form. Either
the use made of the three municipal taxes -- that
is, the levies on real and personal property and the
poll taxes -- is excessive as compared to the
various forms of taxation employed by the provincial government, or it is not. When worded in
this way it becomes clear that no simple “yes” or
“no” answer can be given. The distribution of the
weight of all taxes taken together is involved and
opinions are bound to differ. Some perspective
may be gained from comparisons with the weights
of similar taxes in other provinces. If all the
cities, towns and counties are lumped together and
an average struck, it does not appear that the
property tax taken by itself is heavier than in
several other provinces.
19. Even when the poll taxes are added to
the taxes on real and personal property the same
picture emerges. The total tax revenue of municipalities in New Brunswick amounted to $49 per
capita in 1960, compared to $80 in Canada as a
whole. Expressed in another way, municipal tax
revenue in 1960 was 4.7 per cent of total personal
income in New Brunswick compared to an average
of 5.2 per cent for the ten provinces taken together.
On the other hand, the combined tax revenues of
the provincial and municipal governments of New
Brunswick represented one of the highest per-

make very large tax contributions to the costs of
education and other municipal services in relation
to those made by similar families and companies
in other municipalities.
23. To form some idea of the weight of the
taxes imposed for school costs, we calculated the
revenues raised for schools as a percentage of the
total tax revenues of the various municipalities.
These percentages were then applied to the 1961
tax rates which we had converted from their
actual assessed value basis to a basis of assessment
at full market value. The resulting rates are
shown in column 5 of Table 1: 1. In effect, the
calculations show the rates of tax which municipalities had to impose on the market value of taxable real property to raise the municipalities’
share of school costs in 1961. The rates range
from 52c to $4.49 and the median rate was $1.40
per $100 of assessed value at market value.
24. It will also be noticed that the rates of
tax in the cities and towns for all purposes other
than education ranged from 32c to $1.80 and that
the median was 95c per $100 of assessed value at
market value. It should be borne in mind that
these tax rates, calculated on the uniform basis of
market value, relate only t,o real property. Some
towns, Bathurst for example, raise considerably
more than the average proportion of their ta&
revenues from personal property assessments. The
average weight of total property taxation in these
towns in relation to other municipalities is higher
than indicated by the calculations relating only to
real property assessments shown in Table 1: 1.
25. Another calculation which indicates the
unequal weight of taxes in the various municipalities is the total assessed value of real property per
capita in each. Assessed value per capita has no
meaning unless the assessments are made in every
municipality on the same basis. Our calculations
are the actual 1962 assessments converted to full
market value. On this uniform basis, assessable
value per capita in the cities and towns ranges
from $874 to $6,150 (see Table 14: 3, Column 6,
in IChapter 14). To raise each $30 of revenue per
capita to cover school costs or to pay for the
necessary local services such as police and fire
protection, one town needed to impose a tax on
real property of only 49c while another required
$3.43 per $100 of market values for taxable real
property. This is the main reason why the weight
of the real property tax was almost three tim.es
as high in some towns as it was in others.
26. This last calculation does not take into
account the numerous forms of grants paid by the
province to the counties, cities, towns and village.
When these grants are considered, the situation is
only moderately improved. By far the largest
provincial contributions are the so-called “subsidy
payments”, which are flat amounts per capita. In
1961 these amounted to $20.71 for the cities;
$12.70 for the towns; $8.42 for the village of Port

centages of personal income collected by intermediate (i.e., state or provincial) and local governments in any part of the United States or Canada.
Yet the amount of tax revenue raised per capita
was not, could not be, as large as in the wealthier
parts of North America. It is a hard fact of life
that the people of New Brunswick must pay very
high tax rates in order to raise very moderate
amounts of revenue. Appendix F and Tables 13
to 28 of Appendix 0 contain information relevant
to these comparisons.
20. The conclusion which may be reasonably drawn from these general statements is fairly
limited. If the present municipal taxes on real
property fell with equal weight on all persons
throughout the province and there were no poll
or personal property tax, there would be little
ground for complaint concerning the weight of
taxes so far experienced. Despite a very sharp
rise during the previous tien years, municipal taxes
in 1961 were about the same percentage of personal income as they were in 1926 and much lower
than in 1937. (See Appendix E.) However, if no
substantial change is made, this statement will
cease to hold true several years from now. The
sharp rise which must be expected to continue in
the costs of the primary and secondary schools
would push municipal taxes substantially higher
than they are now. Chapter 8 describes our projections of these costs.
Recommendation:
21. We recommend that the taxes on personal property and the poll taxes be abolished and
the reven’ue losses made pood from the alternative
taxes described below. We further recommend
that the revenues for school numoces wh+,h are
drawn from the real nropertv tax he established
as the yield of a fixed nercentage of the market
value of all taxable real property so that the
weight of real pronertv taxes wi31 not rise above
the present average level. The full nature of these
and all subsequent recommendations are developed
during; the course of this chapter.
V. The Weight of Tax in the various Municipalities
22. The discussion has proceeded so far on
the unreal basis of taxes being at the same level
in every city, town and county. In fact, the
reverse is true. A study conducted for the Commission compared the rates of taxes actually paid
on taxable real property during 1961 on the uniform basis of assessment at market value. On this
basis the levies ranged from a low of $1.21 to a
high of $5.26 per $100 of market value. The
distribution is fairly regularly scattered between
these two extremes and the median was $2.20 (See
Table I : 1.) The conclusion from this is obvious:
families and companies in some municipalities
8
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Table 1: 1
RELATIVE WEIGHTS OF SCHOOL TAXES, NEW BRUNSWICK MUNICPALITIES, 1961
Rates of Tax on Market Value
of Real Property

Municipality

School
Board
Taxes

Education
Actual 1961
Portion
Total
Revenue Expenditures Rate Converted Related to
to Market
From
As per cent
Education
Taxation of Tax Revenue
Value Basis
0 x (4)

(2)

Cities:
Campbellton
Edmundston
Fredericton
Lancaster
Moncton
Saint John

451,781
586,716
800;745
658,418
1,374,763
2,719,979

685,869
1,106,458
1,806,797
1,052,543
3,290,052
5,448,386

65.9
53.0
44.3
62.6
41.8
49.9

Towns:
Bathurst
Chatham
Dalhousie
Dieppe
Grand Falls
Hartland
Marysville
Milltown
Newcastle
Rothesay
Sackville
Shediac
Shippegan
St. Andrews
St. ,George
St. Leonard
St. Stephen
Sussex
Woodstock

290,642
179,000
240,917
120,348
148,411
47,100
100,000
29,300
190,300
68,269
197,146
91,425
69,338
46,652
48,645
43,713
100,889
128,384
145,850

68 1,206
293,703
4641,098
195,432
216,618
82,072
152,695
81,538
403,315
109,400
258,966
126,200
92,365
113,170
72,064
64,610
227,034
198,593
314,343

42.7
60.9
51.9
61.6
68.5
57.4
65.5
35.9
47.2
62.4
76.1
72.4
75.1
41.2
67,.5
67.7
44.4
64.6
46.4

Village:
Port Elgin
Counties:
Albert
‘Carleton
[Charlotte
Gloucester
Kent
Kings
Madawaska
Northumberland
Q ueens
Restigouchea
St. John
Sunbury .
Victoria
Westmorland
York

37,887
415,739
630-25 7
423;072
1,515,846
654,479
681,011
726,3 74
917,115
502,842
6,079
673,898
383,651
660,138
1,216,851
1,033,358

486,360
670,980
526,653
1:679,963
767,140
714,534
823,647
1,039,842
513,014
184,488
1,392,618
402,767
694,141
1,283,009
1,168,592

Portion Rela-ted
to All Other
Expenditures
0 - (5)

(5)

(6)

4.06
2.02
1.73
I .99
1.41
3.08

2.68
1.07
.77
1.25
59
1.54
.

1.38
. 95
96
:74
82
1’54
.

1.21
1.71
1.84
2.77
2.10
2.35
2.21
2.81
1.65
2.20
1.35
4.85
1.86
1.68
3.93
3.16
1.94
2.04
2.20

52
1’04
.
95
1.71
I.44
1’35
I.45
1’01
:78
1.37
1.03
3.51
1.40
69
2’65
2.14
.
86
1’32
1:02

. 69
. 67
89
1.06
.
66
1’00
:76
1.80
. 87
. 83
32
1.34
:46
99
1’28
I.02
1’08
:72
1.18

1.64
2.58
2.65
4.06
5.26
1.36
2.96
3.70
2.48

1.40
2.42
2.13
3.66
4.49
1.30
2.61
3.26
2.43

24
:16
. 52
40
:77
. 06
35
:44
. 05

2;37
3.07
1.84
1.81
1 l 30

115
2’93
1.75
1’72
I:15

1-G
. d
. 14
. 09
. 09
. 15

4.98
85.5
93.9
80.3
90.2
85.3
95.3
88.2
88.2
98.0
33
48’4
95’3
95’1
94’8
88’4
.

a) Excludes rural schools outside county school finance board system.
Source: based on 1961 Annual Report of Municipal Statistics and Commission studies.
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programme of equ.alizing, uncondi tional grants
which woul d make adjustm.ents for the very unequal fiscal capacities of the various municipalities
and for their differing financial responsibilities.
The grants which we propose would not vary with
the status of a municipality; if a town becomes a
city its grant would remain the same. There is
no reason why the grant should change with
municipal status, and removal of this feature in
provincial grants would end the rush for city and
town status induced by the existing discrepancies
in the amounts per capita paid to cities, towns and
rural municipalities. Likewise, our recommended
grants would not vary according to the actual expenditures of the municipality - we do not wish
to encourage extravagance. - The grants would
vary according to tax-capacities and according to
the responsibilities of the different categories of
communities. In general these responsibilities increase in step with the combined population of a
town or city and its environs. (It is convenient
to defer the description of the method of
calculating these grants to a point later on in this
chapter. Full details are given in Chapter 14.)
31. The tax rates which resulted from this
programme of equalizing grants would not be
uniform. We can think of several reasons why
they would continue to vary from one town or
city to another. First, the administration of some
municipalities is more efficient than others so that
services are provided at lower cost. Second, some
municipalities of the same size provide a wider
or narrower range of services than the average
and enjoy a high& or lower standard of services.
Third, the older towns have installed most of their
public works while the new ones are still doing
so; the latters’ debt charges are therefore higher.
Fourth, the facilities of some municipalities have
been better maintained than those of others so that
maintenance and replacement costs are lower.
32. If our proposals had been in effect in
1961 the rates of combined education and municipal taxes in the cities and towns, on assessments
at market value, would have been those shown in
Table 1:3. The actual 1961 rates, ‘on the same
assessed value basis, are shown in an adjoining
column. For comparison, Table I:3 also shows
the combined school and municipal tax rates paid
on real and personal property lin the towns of
Nova Scotia in 1961, using the same basis of
calculation as we have, namely, assessed value at
market value. In Nova Scotia, as in most other
provinces, there is equalization of tax burdens
among municipalities for the “foundation programme” of education. But there is no equalization grants for the so-called “supplementary” costs
of schools nor for municipal services. Nova Scotia
is the only province for which we were able to
obtain propertv
. tax rates calculated on the basis
.-4

Elgin; and $4.98 for the counties. One of the
ways in which these grants are defective is that
they do not vary according to the vastly different
circumstances of the various communities in each
class of municipality. To illustrate this point,
Table 3 :2 includes a column showing what the
rates of tax on taxable real property would have
been in 1961 if the subsidy payments had not
been paid land if each of the various types of taxes
then being imposed by individual municipalities
had been raised by an equal percentage to recover
this revenue. Both the actual and the hypothetical rates are on the uniform basis of assessed
values at market value.
27. These calculations show that if no subsidy payments had been made, the highest rate on
real property would have been $6.21, the lowest
$1.33 and the median $2.53. These compare to
the actual rates of $5.26, $1.21 and $2.20 respectively. The subsidy payments reduced the spread
between the lowest and t,he highest rates only
slightly - from $4.88 to $4.05. A properly constructed programme of grants should reduce the
highest rates much more than the lowest ones, so
that urban residents of the province bear about
the same weight of tax regardless of the city or
town in which they live.
28. All of the other grants paid by the
Department of Municipal Affairs suffer from the
same defect. They lower the dollar amount of
taxes of the rich and poor communities in each
group by like amounts per capita. And on this
score some of the grants paid to school boards by
the Department of Education are even worse, in
that they are larger for municipalities with big
tax bases than for those with small ones.
Recommendation:
29 . We recommend that the portion of the
standard programme of education to be covered
by property taxes consist of a uniform, provincewide rate on the full market value of all taxable
real property, including business tax assessments
to be described later. The rate of this tax would
be $1.50 per $100 of assessed values at market
value. This would have the result that, so far as
the standard school programme is concerned, a
family or a business would make the same contribution no matter where it resided. This is the
only known basis for equitable property tax contributions to the costs of education.
30. We further recommend that all of the
existing grants, contributions and subsidy payments paid by the province to the school3 boards,
counties, cities, towns, village, and rural commissions be terminated wit!h the single exception of stimulation grants for sewage treatment
plants and similar projects. The existing grants
should be replaced by other arrangements described below and by a single, comprehensive
10

Table 1:2
ESTIMATED EFFECT OF SUBSIDY PAYMENTS ON LOCAL TAX RAT!%, 1961
Estimated
Additional
1961 Rate on Rate Required Tax Rate if
Market Value To make up No Subsidv
For loss of
of Real
Had been
Property Subsidy (3) x (4) Received
(4)
(5)
(6)

Cities:
Campbellton
Edmundston
Fredericton
Lancaster
Moncton
Saint John

Revenue
From
Taxation
1961a
(1)

Subsidy
Payments
(2)

Subsidy as
% of Tax
Revenue
(3)

685,869
1,106,458
1,806,797
1,052,543
3,290,052
5,448,386

194,637
248,548
384,007
259,55 1
807,3 11
1,101,291

28.4
22.5
21.3
24.7
24.5
20.2

4.06
2.02
1.73
1.99
1.41
3.08

1.15
. 45
. 37
.49
.35
. 62

5.21
2.47
2.10
2.48
1.76
3.70

Towns:
Bathurst
Chatham
Dalhousie
Dieppe
Grand Falls
Hartland
Marysville
Milltown
Newcastle
Rothesay
Sackville
Shediac
Shippegan
St. Andrews
St. George
St. Leonard
St. Stephen
Sussex
Woodstock

681,206
293,703
464,098
195,432
216,618
82,0 72
152,695
81,538
403,315
109,400
258,966
126,200
92,365
113,170
72,064
64,610
227,034
198,593
314,343

67,699
81,387
70,282
49,820
47,197
13,136
32,622
25,385
60,025
10,308
36,619
27,930
17,506
19,717
16,992
20,475
44,871
43,740
55,372

99
27’7
15’1
25’5
21’8
16’0
21.4
31.1
.
14.9
94
14’1
22’1
18’9
17’4
23’6
31.7
19.8
22’0
.
17’6

1.21
1.71
1.84
2.77
2.10
2.35
2.21
2.81
1.65
2.20
1.35
4.85
1.86
1.68
3.93
3.16
1.94
2.04
2.20

12
147
28
:71
.46
.38
.47
. 87
. 25
21
:19
1.07
. 35
.29
93
1’00
.
.38
. 45
.39

1.33
2.18
2.12
3.48
2.56
2.73
2.68
3.68
1.90
2.41
1.54
5.92
2.21
1.97
4.86
4.16
2.32
2.49
2.59

37,887

6,101

16.9

4.98

. 84

5.82

486,360
670,980
526,653
1,679,963
767,140
714,534
823,647
1,039,842
513,014
184,488
1,392,618
402,767
694,141
1,283,009
1,168,592

54,589
89,216
81,332
289,075
138,237
100,877
117,651
182,129
64,553
125,581
83,117
49,709
77,174
187,655
131,952

11.2
13.3
15.4
17.2
18.0
14.1
14.3
17.5
12.6
68.1
60
12’3
11’1
14.6
11’3
.

1.64
2.58
2.65
4.06
5.26
1.36
2.96
3.70
2.48

. 18
. 34
41
:70
. 95
. 19
.42
. 65
. 31

1.82
2.92
3.06
4.76
6.21
1.55
3.38
4.35
2.79

237
3’07
1’84
1’81
1’30
.

. 14
.38
.20
.26
. 15

2-G
3’45
2’04
2’07
I.45
.

Municipality

Village:
Port Elgin
Counties:
Albert
Carleton
Charlotte
Gloucester
Kent
Kings
Madawaska
Northumberland
Q ueens
Restigouche
St. John
Sunbury
Victoria
Westmorland
York

“> Includes school board levies except for rural school districts in Restigouche County
Source:

1961 Annual Report of Municipal Statistics.
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Table I:3
ESTIMATED RATES OF TAX ON FULL MARKET VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY,
NEW BRUNSWICK AND NOVA SCOTIA, 1961

Municipality

Actual
1961
Rate

Assessment
Ratio

Marysville
Campbellton
Sussex
Sackville
Grand Falls
Shippegan
Lancaster
Chatham
Dalhousie
Newcastle
Shediac
St. George
Milltown
St. Leonard
Dieppe
Moncton
Saint John
Edmundston
Rothesay
Fredericton
St. Andrews
St. Stephen
Woodstock
Bathurst
Hartland

(1)
4.90
4.19
5.10
12.25
2.10
6.00
5.84
5.50
4.72
5.50
4.80
6.90
5.20
5.85
3.50
4.55
6.70
4.40
5.00
2.14
1.65
6.47
5.80
1.47
6.70

(2)
45
97
40
11
100
31
34
31
39
30
101
57
54
54
79
31
46
46
44
81
102
30
38
82
35

Estimated
1961 Rate
on Market
Value

Rate “per
Commission
Recommendations”

(3)

2.21
4.06
2.04
1.35
2.10
1.86
1.99
1.71
1.84
1.65
4.85
3.93
2.81
3.16
2 . 7 7
1.41
3.08
2.02
2.20
1.73
1.68
1.94
2.20
1.21
2.35

(4)

1.66
1.70
1.70
1.75
1.77
1.79
1.80
1.81
1.83
1.83
1.83
1.88
1.91
1.96
1.97
1.98
2.03
2.06
2.13
2.14
2.27
2.28
2.28
2.32
2.37

Nova Scotia
Town
Dartmouth
Pt. Hawkesbury
Stewiacke
Annapolis Royal
Lunenburg
Trenton
Bridgewater
Truro
Berwick
Middleton
Kentville
Antigonish
Bridgetown
Wolfville
Digby
Amherst
New Glasgow
Liverpool
Mulgrave
Hantsport
Lockeport
Glace Bay
North Sydney
Shelburne
Oxford
Inverness
Clark’s Harbour
Pictou
Parrsboro
Stellarton
Windsor
Mahone Bay
Sydney Mines
Yarmouth
Westville
Dominion
Louisburg
Springhill
New Waterford
Cans0

1961 Rates on
Market Value
1.85
1.86
1.95
2.08
2.10
2.15
2.25
2.33
2.35
2.35
2.44
2.41
2.56
2.58
2.65
2.75
2.76
2.78
2.87
2.99
3.13
3.17
3.18
3.19
3.29
3.30
3.32
3.52
3.66
3.71
3.79
3.86
3.95
4.12
4.39
4.52
4.71
4.74
4.84
5.87

of a uniform level of assessed value for each muni- highest rate would be only 43 per cent greater
cipality. Table I:3 shows a range of tax rates than the lowest. In rural areas which do not
for Nova Scotia from $1.85 to $5.87; the highest receive local services we recommend that only the
rate is more than three times the lowest. The uniform education rate of $1.50 be applied to
equalizing grants which we recommend would real property. The over-all tax structure for the
have resulted in tax rates for New Brunswick with areas which now come under county government
a range of 7lc, from $1.66 to $2.37, so that the is discussled in greater detail later.
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VI. The Distribution of Taxes Within
Municipalities

of its taxation. For this condition to be fufilled,
there must be at least one substantial tax the rate
of which is determined by the municipality. It
might be that 60 or 70 per cent of its revenue
comes from sources other than the taxes which it
imposes. The municipality will still be financially responsible land financially accountable if
it has to weigh in the balance whether to increase
its expenditures knowing that it must then increase the amount of its taxes; or ‘hold its spending in check so that the taxes it imposes can be
held constant or lowered.
36. So far as the raising of municipal
revenue is concerned, the reform of property tax
assessments is the most complex and difficult task
which must be faced. We have said that in every
city and town some persons pay much more than
is their proper legal liability and some persons
pay much less. The reason is that some properties are greatly over-assessed and others are grossly
under-assessed.
This matter was thoroughly
investigated by the staff of the Commission with
the assistance of the Department of Municipal
Affairs and others. A full report is given in
Chapter 13. We consider that a fair impression
of the present state of affairs is conveyed by
Table 1: 4. The Department of Municipal Affairs
has been encouraging all municipalities in the
province to undertake re-assessments and it is
expected that the programme will be completed
by the end of 1964. The staff of the Department
are to be commended for their work in this
endeavour. We trust that they will accept that
no criticism of their efforts is implied when we

33 . The most inequitable aspect of municipal taxation in New Br<nswick is ihe distribution
of taxes within municipalities. It is bad enough
when the weight of tax in one town is two to
three times the weight in another. But surely it
is even more unfair when, within the same town,
one man pays four times as much as another
although the two are supposed to pay precisely
the same tax according to the tax statutes. This
is exactly what is happening now in most of the
cities, towns and counties. Some properties are
assessed at one-half the value required bv law
and others at double. We should bLe furiousY if we
were taxed on double our income and possibly
even feel guilty if t.he assessor mistakenlv cut our
income tavX irYhalf. This is because it i”s possible
for most taxpayers to calculate what thei&ncome
tax liability is. With the system of property
assessing in use in this province, it is almost
impossible for the taxpayer to determine what his
legal tax liability shoGldcbe and usuallyI impossible
for him to launch a successful appeal I;f he <s overassessed.
34. It is clear that the property tax must
remain the major source of tax revenue of the
cities and towns. We canvassed all alternatives
and found them unsuitable on two decisive counts.
Either the two other levels of government have
already laid claim to them or even the largest
city in the province is too small for any of them
to be administered efficiently and for avoidance
to be kept within reasonable proportions.
35. It would of course pose no problem of
administration for the cities and towns to share
the retail sales tax with the provincial government
so long as the tax rate were uniform throughout
the province. It is quite unsatisfactory for the
tax rate to vary from one town or city to another,
since in such cases tax is avoided on a large scale
as persons flock to make their purchases where
the*tax is lowest. This scheme has been used in
the Province of Quebec and it has been widely
criticised on this ground. ‘On the other hand, if
the municipal share of the sales tax consists of
the yield of a uniform rate for all municipalities
and the tax is administered land collected on their
behalf by the province, the arrangement is little
different from a programrne of provincial grants.
Such an arrangement is a satisfactory way of
providing some of the revenues of municipalities
in some circumstances when municipalities hsave
other major revenues, including equalizing grants.
It cannot, however, be substituted for a real
property tax imposed by the municipalities. One
&-zd&perLsable co-ndition”of financial kesponsibility
of any government is ih& when it *decides to
increase its expenditures in total, it must also
accept the responsibility for increasing the amount

Table I:4
RANGE OF ASSESSMENT RATIOS
IN SELECTED MUNICIPALITIES, 1962
As a Percentage of Market Value

Municipality

Assessment
of the Most
Overassessed
Property was:

Assessment
of the Most
Underassessed
Property was:

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
83
I

128%
39
82
60
180
139
86
142
300

2/0
20
7
25
17
21
63
44
49

0

Source: Commission study. For information on
all municipalities, s e e T a b l e 13:3 in
Chapter 13.
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categorically state, as we must, that these revaluations will not achieve equity among the taxpayers of the particular municipalities. Three
municipalities happened to be undergoing revaluations when our survey of assessments and sale
prices was conducted. It is therefore possible to
judge the improvement effected in these three
instances. In one municipality, the most overassessed property had an assessment ratio (the
ratio of assessment to market value) which was
250 per cent of the average before the revaluation
and 160 per cent of the average after revaluation.
In the same municipality, the most under-assessed
property in our sample had an assessment ratio
which was 65 per cent of the average before and
55 per cent of the average after revaluation. In
another municipality, the assessment ratios in
our sample ranged from 70 to 180 per cent of the
average and this range was reduced to 75 to 140
per cent by the re-assessment programme. In the
third municipality, the ranges were from 33 to
250 per cent before and 60 to 275 per cent after
the redassessments.
37. We recommend that the administrative
and service function of assessing real property be
carried out for the entire province by the assessment office of a new Municipal Affairs Commission. The magnitude of the task, which would
be about as large as that facing the assessors of
the City of Toronto, would then be about ideal
size for the employment of a highly-trained,
specialized staff capable of accurately valuing real
property for tax purposes. Among the reasons for
recommending that this work be assigned to a
commission rather than to the Department are:
first, it is a prerequisite that the administrators be
able to carry out their work free of the political
pressures generated by conflicting local interests;
and second, there will be so much work to do
during the transition period when the results of
years of neglect are to be remedied, that administrators must be granted latitude of action and scope
for initiative to a degree which is not possible with
a departmental organization, but is possible under
a commission. The nature of the commission
form of administrative agency is discussed later on
in this chapter. We also make recommendations
designed to improve the efficiency of property tax
collections.

in the nature of the personal property and the
poll taxes.
39. The poll taxes add appreciably to the
total amount of taxes paid by property owners in
New Brunswick, but they have disappeared from
sight in most of the western world. They are a
burden on the very poor, and are difficult to collect
from the groups of persons whom they are
especially intended to reach. We are aware that
many people in New Brunswick consider that poll
taxes have a proper role to play in the revenue
structure of municipalities because they excise
revenue from persons who are thought to contribute relatively little to the community. The
impression that such persons do not pay a full
share of taxes, however, is mistaken. Even transient families are unlikely to escape all of the
province’s levies on incomes, sales, amusements,
tobacco, liquor and automobile licences, and much
of the revenue derived from these sources is
passed on directly or indirectly to municipal
governments. Moreover, the person who does not
own real property still pays a full share of the
real property tax as part of the rent on his place
of residence. The argument that a person who
does not choose to own real property should pay
a poll tax because he does not pay any other
municipal tax is really quite erroneous.
40. For the most part, so far as individuals
and families are concerned, automotive vehicles
are the only substantial type of personal property
which is now subject to municipal tax. The inequity of treatment of this group of taxpayers is
consequently not extreme, although the assessors
do not possess the information required for an
accurate valuation of automobiles and the cost of
accurate valuation would run high. The exception to this statement is to be found in the municipalities which apportion a percentage of the
warrant to personal property and strike different
rates for real and personal property. In a few
extreme instances, the tax falling upon personal
property is unconscionable.
41. The most shocking inequities of the
personal property tax result from the assessing
of the livestock and machinery of farmers, the
stock-in-trade and a percentage of the turnover of
merchants, and the machinery and equipment of
industrial companies. As Appendix G we have
included a survey of the impact of taxes on, agricultural properties. Here the burden of property
taxes on farmers is examined in detail. The
personal property tax compounds the farmers’
problems in two ways: on the average it accounts
for over a quarter of his total property tax bill,
and it is a major constituent of some of the highest
tax burdens found in our survey. The weight
of tax paid by most farmers of commercial size

VII. Inequities Arising from the Law
38. In our discussion of the extreme inequities existing in the present distribution of
municipal taxes among individuals residing in the
same municipality, we have so far dealt only with
the inequities arising from the inaccuracy of
assessments on real property. The other major
cause of this form of tax inequity is to be found
14

the only property tax unposed i2utside the cities,
towns, villages and local service districts be a
standard, province-wide public schools tax on real
property, including business tax assessments, with
assessments made by the assessing office of the
Municiual Affairs Commission. The rate of the
education tax which we propose is $1.50 per $100
of assessed values at market value. These changes
would reduce bv about 40 per cent the average
level of real property taxes I’n areas not receiving
local services. (In 1961 the median rate in the
counties was $2.53 per $100 of assessed values at
market value.) Moreover, uniform assessment
would put an end to the discriminatory weights of
tax which are now borne by many as a consequence of faulty assessment prac.tices.
45.. We recommend that all timberland holdings of 500 contiguous acres or more be excluded
from the regular- assessment valuation at market
value. The assessing office of the Municipal
Affairs Commission should establish a classification scheme of uerhaas five or seven categories and
the tax per acre on each class should bearthe same
relation to the taxes paid on the other classes as
the average value of lthe properties in that class
does to thVe average valuesAinAthe other classes. It
would be the resionsibilitv of the assessing office
to classifv theseA large timberlands using “photogrammet& and information supplied ubv the
owners. The average tax per acre &ould be”221/2c
compared to the estimatled average tax now paid
of about 3Oc, including the Wild Lands Tax. W e
recommend that the Wild Lands Tax be repealed.
Farm woodlots should be assessed as partof the
farm. We estimate that the average public schools
tax - the only tax to which they would be subject
- would not exceed 2Oc an acre. The timberland properties other than farm woodlots and less
than 500 acres would be similarly treated, with
assessments calculated as described in detail in
Chanter 13. We estimate that the average tax
per acre on these properties would also not exceed
bOc but we must*caution that we do not possess
the information required for an estimate lwhich
was not subject to i wide margin of error.

in the more prosperous counties is not occasion
for alarm. In Gloucester, however, the median
tax paid bv farmers in our sample was 17 per cent
of gross revenue; and in Kent it was 12 pkr cent.
We discovered extreme instances of property taxes
exceeding 40 per cent of the value of-farm produce sold. We also discovered a real property tax
of $67 per acre and a personal property tax Con
a different farm) eauivalent to $21 ner acre. In
Gloucester thbe median combined realland personal
property tax in our sample was $7.80 anacre on farms where the value of cultivated land was
little more than $10 to $20 an acre. Clearly, the
unequal weights of taxes among municipalities
and haphazard assessing practices are the main
causes of these extreme inequities but the personal
property tax aggravates them.
42. Limitations of staff and time nrevented
the Commission from conducting a thorough field
investigation of the incidence of”tax on meychants
and industrial concerns. From the information
available, however, we were confirmed in our first
impression that the incidence of tax resulting from
the assessment of stock-in-trade, a proporSon of
turnover, and industrial machinery and equipment, is extremely uneven and, in many instances, beyond all reason.
43. There is great uncertainty whether
growing trees are pkoperly classed -as real or
personal property. - Despite this uncertainty,
timber is a lmost universally taxed as real property,
as it is in New Brunswick, and the annual-taxes
run to high proportions of the income from
sustained yield operations. In New Brunswick
assessment practice ranges from the assigning of
flat amounts per acre to valiant endeavours to
classify timber properties in rough approximation
to their value. If the effective rates of tax imposed by the counties, expressed as a percentage
of market value, were applied to the full value of
timber properties, their taxes would be substantially higher than they now are even in the
counties where the timberland taxes are the
highest. We are constrained to agree with the conclusion of the numerous commissions and investigations of this problem which have preceded our
own, that the long period of time required for a
tree to grow to maturity precludes its- taxation at
stan.dard rates on standard assessed . value as
usuallv calculated, unless the tax rate is verv low.
If it is so taxed, the tax bill in relation to net income produced, ’ or the value of the crop, becomes
extremely high.

V

VIII.

The Tax Agreements Between Municipalities and Industry

46. The only proper justification for the
numerous tax agreements between industrial concerns and the municipalities in which their plants
are located is that they serve the general public
interest. The present incidence of the real and
personal property taxes is such a jumble that, in
the absence of the protection afforded by an agreement, many companies would find their competitive position weakened and their incentive to expand their operations in the province reduced.
One large industrial plant, whose tax agreement

Recommendations:
44. As alreadv mentioned. we recommend
that the personal iIproperty and poll taxes be
abolished and that the revenue loss be made good
from other sources. We further recommend ihat
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would be subject only to the provincial education
tax of $1.50 per $100.
49. Fredericton, Moncton and Saint John
now impose business taxes and, as mentioned elsewhere, many lines of business are especially
heavily taxed on personal property if they do not
have the protection of a tax agreement. We propose that, in addition to the assessment of tax on
the owner of business property, there should be
an equal assessment on the occupier of all- business
property, whether commercial or industrial, located in the province. This additional assessment
will be known as the business tax assessment. In
many instances, the owner will also be the occupier
and he would therefore pay, in all, a total of 4
per cent on the market value of real property if
the property is located in a city or town, and
probably less if it is located elsewhere.
50. The new taxes for business property
would of course increase the amounts payable by
many companies which now have agreements, but
we do not expect any of them to protest the
guarantee of such an equitable basis of taxation for
future years. Moreover, our information is that
a tax of the recommended weight would be less
than the total taxes now being paid by a number
of firms which have agreements. In short, we
expect that the recommended basis of property
taxation will be very attractive to business, since
the tax liability would be stable, predictable and
of reasonable weight, and these are the only arguments in favour of agreements which we have
heard firms put forward in the past.

recently expired, reported that it is now subject
to the highest municipal taxes of any company in
its industry in North America. We have reason
to believe that many other plants would be in a
similar predicament if the tax agreements were
terminated and no other reform made.
47. However, other reforms are proposed, including elimination of the personal property tax.
This change alone would remove much of the
necessity for tax agreements, for we are informed
that the assessment of machinery and equipment
in heavy industry is typically several times the
assessment of land and buildings.
Recommendations:
48. We recommend that all existing tax
agreements be terminated by provincial statute
and no new one granted even for the purpose of
attracting industry to the province. The protection against unreasonable taxation which the
agreements now give to some firms should be replaced by a general provision of the new and
comprehensive municipalities act fixing the municipal rate on all business property in cities and
towns at a rate of 5Oc per $100 of the market value
of real property including business tax assessments
described in Paragraph 49, and placing a maximum of 50’~ per $100 on the levy for local services
elsewhere in the province. The revenue from this
municipal portion of the property tax would continue to accrue to the municipality of residence
but the freedom of cities and towns to vary their
taxes on business property would be removed.
In addition, business premises (including business
tax assessments) in common with all other real
property would be subject to the province-wide
public schools tax of $1.50 per $100 of assessed
value. This would mean a total tax rate on
business property, including business tax assessments, of $2.00 per $100 of assessed values in cities
and towns, and rates of between $1.50 and a
maximum of $2.00 elsewhere in the province. It
will be noticed from Table I:3 above that the
rates on all other forms of real property in cities
and towns would cluster closely around 2 per cent
if our recommendations are implemented. We
recommend that the local tax on business property
in the new villages and in the local service districts should be the lower of 50 cents per $100 and
the rate imposed on non-business property. It is
likely that the local rat*e in these small centres will
be less than 50 cents since only a limited number
of municipal services are to be provided in them.
We do not consider it desirable, therefore, that
business property in such areas should bear the
full 5Oc per $100 payable in the cities and towns.
In unorganized areas where only the provincially
financed services are available, business property

IX. Provincial Revenues
51
The recommendations which we have
described so far would entail a considerable loss
of revenue as a consequence of the elimination of
the personal property and the poll taxes. We
recommend that these revenue losses be made good
by three increases in the taxes imposed by the
provincial government: (a) a broadening of the
sales tax base by extending that tax to footwear
and skates; domestic and commercial power;
certain goods purchased by the New Brunswick
Electric Power Commission; hotel, motel and
equivalent accommodation; and all medicaments
except those purchased under pres,cription, and by
a general tightening of the controls over collections;
(b) an increase in the rate of the sales tax to 5
per cent; and (c) the imposition of a new social
service tax on automotive-vehicles of: i) $30, $40
and $50 respectively on the three classes of passenger automobiles established for the existing
motor vehicles licence fees; and ii) various
amounts of tax, having a weighted average of
$#lOO, on trucks and all other commercial and
industrial vehicles.
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52. For 1961 3 it is calculated that the yield
from these tax increases would not only have offset
the revenue losses from the tax reductions which
we have advocated; it would also have covered the
moderate increase in the combined provincial and
municipal expendit~es resulting from improvement in the standards of certain services, notably
education, which we propos’e below. In addition,
on a 1961 basis, the tax changes would have
provided revenues sufficient to pay for those
capital projects which the provincial government
was then financing by means of new debenture
issues; that is, under our fiscal proposals, an increase in the net debt of the provincial government
could have been avoided. Full details of these
recommendations are given in tabular form in
Chapter 15 and are summarized toward the end
of this chapter.

costs achieved by the corporation would be passed
on to the mu~cipalities. In addition, the current
debt charges of the municipalities would be reduced by a decrease in the amortization rate from
thre present 5 per cent straight line basis to a 3
per cent basis which is the rate employed for
amortization of the *existing debt of the province.
56. The second duty of the corporation
would be the supervision and authorization of all
municipal debt so that adequate controls and
standards of accounting practice would be irnposed. Our recommendations of specific controls,
including requirements for statutory ceilings and
referenda, are discussed in Chapters 12 and 14.
XI. Municipal Autonomy
57. If it appears at this stage of our
summary that the independence and autonomy of
the municipal level of government might be undermined and hobbled by our recommendations, we
wish to give assurance that this is an errOneous
impression. In fact, the opposite is true. It is
our intent, and it would be the effect of our recommendations, that municipal governments would be
freed of extraneous worries and obligations so that
they could exercise their full initiative in providing
the local services of the variety and the standard
which their residents desire. The legal power and
the freedom of a government body to carry out
its functions with ability and pagination is an
elusive freedom if its financial powers are not
commensurate with its financial obligations. This
is precisely the complaint voiced by our municipalities year in and year out. Our recommendations would place them in a position of greater
financial autonomy and accountability than prevails in any province in Canada.

X. Municipal Debt
53. We have calculated the amount of debt
in relation to the tax base and the debt charges
of the various municipalities in relation to their
revenues and fiscal powers. These matters are
dealt with in detail in Chapter 14.
54. We are concerned about the weight of
debt charges in a few towns and about the rate
at which some municipalities are incurring debt.
The situation is not yet critical for most cities
and towns, but prudence dictates that the municipalities, whose only major source of tax revenue
is so apt to fall precipitously during bad economic
times, should not overextend their obligations. We
did not find it possible, from the statistics available, to calculate the average debt charges as a
percentage of debenture debt outstanding. The
debt obligations of the municipalities including
their secondary obligations for school and hospital
debt is a tangled skein which would require much
additional information to unravel. Indications
are, however, that the annual debt carrying
charges including amo~ization exceed IO per cent
of the outstanding debenture debt.

XII. Consolidation of Municipal Services
58. If there are more thorny matters in the
entire field of municipal affairs than the amalgamation of independent cities or towns and the
annexation of outlying districts, we have yet to
hear of them. We are concerned that these bitter
conflicts of local interests be obviated and, at the
same time, that all essential services be provided
efficiently and at the least attainable cost. The
equalizing, unconditional grants which we propose
would make the cost of essential municipal services fall with almost equal weight upon the residents of each of the cities and towns. Besides ensuring an equitable distribution of tax burdens,
these equalizing grants would remove most of the
conflicts of interests which are revealed whenever
it is proposed that a service such as fire protection
or water be provided jointly by two municipalities.
Conflicts occur because the residents of one of the
two communities in question fear that their taxes

Recommendations:
55. We recommend that a Municipal Loan
Corporation be created by the new Municipal
Affairs Commission to take over and service all
existing municipal d e b t . T h e municipalities
would become indebted to the corporation for the
amounts of debt taken over. The corporation
would effect economies by eliminating small and
serial bond issues on which the interest rate is
high and debt flotation costs large. It would
further lower the effective interest rate by
borrowing at very long term and taking advantage
of favourable market situations to engage in conversion operations. All reductions in interest
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will rise because they would have to take on some
portion of the cost of providing the common service
to the other community. Our recommendations
would remove the cause of these conflicts in two
ways. First, the unconditional grants would make
it possible for each city and town to provide a
standard level of local services appropriate to a
community of its size at about the*sime weight of
property taxes. We should emphasize here that
by -referring to the Yornmunity” we mean the
entire concentration of poxlulation in a metropolitan area and n o t t h e genaratelv incorpor&ed
municipalities.
Second, thg tax structure in all
municipalities would be identical. There would
be one and only one tax levied, the real property
tax, and the tax base would be the identical full
market value. And all business properties wcould
be taxed at th#e same rate regardless of the city
or town of residence. No one would be hurl;,
therefore, by any cost-sharing arrangements made
between municipalities.
59. Havinff thus built the foundation, we
recommend that-the new municipalities act make
it mandatory that the five services of water, fire
protection, police protection, sanitary sewage dis;osal (,excluding the local and branch sewerage)
and town planning, be communally provided-in
all multi-municipalitv conununities. The first four
services promiseA the& greatest economies bY elim- .
inating the duplication of overhead costs. - Town
planning is included because its objjectives pertain
to the entire community. Planning by one part
against the other part is sheer folly. -Under-the
head of planning-we include the -delineation of
the traffic arteries and through traffic routes of
metropolitan areas.
60. We recom.mend, and strongly recommend that there be mandatory joint provision of
these ‘five services by adioining towns and cities.
We are all rather better at discerning what should
be done in situations involving other people than
we are in situations which involve ourselves. There
is no doubt, and we have never known the contrary to be. seriously argued, that the joint provision of the services just mentioned is the most
economical. Mandatory joint provision is recommended to save municipalities from their own
folly - a type of folly founded in human nature
itseif.
61. This is as far as we are prepared to go
in recommendin g mandatorv municinal consoiidations. We see no reason why municipalities
need always surrender their historic identities nor
lose their feeling of community by being
swallowed by a larger whole. On the contrary, it
is surely desirable that such matters of neighbourhood int$erest as parks, local access roads and
whether the street lighting wires should be put
underground, should ube decidced by a council to

which the residents of the particular neighbourhood have the most ready access, We see a virtue
in neighbourhoods vieing with one another in the
harmonious lay-out of new residential areas, the
efficiency of their purely local services and the
pleasant appearance of their community. We are
convinced that, once the basis is laid for a harrn-onious co-operation in the five matters of
common concern which we have mentioned, contiguous towns and cities will experience less difficulty in finding a basis for co-operation in such
other matters as the joint provision of recreational
and cultural amenities which serve the entire
community.
62. For the five key services to be jointly
provided, some form of common council must be
established by the participating municipalities. We
refer to these as metropolitan councils and
recommend that they <consist of members of the
councils of the constituent municipalities. The
metropolitan councils would have the power to
strike a rate to cover the costs of the jointly provided services; the rate would apply to all taxable
property in the constituent municipalities. It is
intende-d that the mandatory provision of these
five key services should apply to all municipal
bodies adjoining towns and cities, including those
which are now called local improvement districts.
If this consolidation of key services takes place as
soon as a settlement on the outskirts of a town or
city becomes large enough and sufficiently concentrated for the provision of any local governmental services to be feasible, many of the problems and conflicts which arise from the postponement of decisions until problems reach a critical
stage will be avoidsed. We do not propose that the
suburban settlements must provide themselves
with fire and police protection, water and sewerage; we recommend only that, when they want
any of these services, they should be jointly provided. Further reference is made to these matters
later on during our discussion of the structure of
municipalities and their governments.
XIII. Amalgamations and Annexations
63. Clearly the joint provision of the key
services of water, Ifire, police, sewage disposal an-d
town planning (including the planning of traffic
movements) would reduce the present urgency
for amalgamations and annexations. Nevertheless, there may still be circumstances in which full
amalgamation or annexation would best serve the
interests of all the contiguous communities. Whenever such complete consolidations are being considered, we recommend that the Municipal Affairs
Commission conduct a full investigation and
publish a report covering all the financial consequences and other aspects of the proposed merger.
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This report should be available well in advance of
any decision being taken. We recommend further
that amalgamation or aannexation take place only
with the approval of 60 per cent of those ratepayers who vote in each of the municipal units in
a plebiscite conducted to consider the matter. No
special grants-in-aid or other assistance should be
offered to encourage the consolidation, since the
legitimate financial needs of all municipal units
are to be covered by our recommended system of
equalizing uncondi&onal grants.
64. The situation of the Town of Blathurst
and the steps already taken to erect the town into
a city are discussed at length in Chapter 12. The
conclusions of this discussion are that the Act, to
Erect the Town of Bathurst into the <City of
Bathurst (Chapter 85, Acts of New Brunswick,
1960) should be repealed and that the present
Department of Municipal Affairs or the recommended Municipal Affairs Commission should
proceed forthwith to ascertain all the facts pertinent to the situation, prepare comments and publish
and distribute the report of its findings and conclusions. After a reasonable period the Department
or Commission should conduct plebiscites, in
accordance with the recommendations of our
report for such situations. Before the plebiscites
are held, the provincial government should declare
the amount of grants, if any, which would be paid
by the province to the new city. In the event
that amalgamation is approved I;y at least 60 per
cent of those who vote- in each ‘iurisdiction concerned, the Department or ICotimission should
cause a comprehensive city charter to be prepared
and enacted, to apply to the new city, which
, would be comprised of the jurisdictions favouring
amalgamation in their plebiscites - provided that
t.he new, colnprehensive municipalities act which
we recommend has not already been enacted.
.fl &I “
, XIV. -‘The Division of Functions Between the
‘A_-. “. *.
Provincial Government and the
Municipalities

exercised by the residents of the 1ocalLy. Indeed,
only the residents are in a position to call a
government to account for failures of omission
and commission. No one else knows what is
being done. However, there are five other functions, which are now performed in whole or part
by the cities, towns and counties, for which neither
of these statements hold true and over which the
individual municipality can exercise little effective control. These are the tasks of government
which, for the most part, have been thrust as
responsibilities upon the municipalities rather
than being the result of the spontaneous demand
of the local citizens. These functions consist
mainly of tasks which we know it is prudent for
us to do, or which it is our duty to do7 rather than
of services which cater to ourG convenience, comfort and pleasure. These five functions are:
primary and secondary education; social welfare
services; public h.ealth and hospitals; law enforcement and detention; and civil defence. Each of
these is discussed in turn.
XV. Public Education
67. In New Brunswick as in other provinces,
the provincial government determines what shall
be taught in the public schools. It also endeavours
to prescribe the minimum qualirications of teachers and accepts responsibility for train@ those
teachers. It orders that the prescribed education
be made available to all children of the province
and that local school boards be establishe.3 to hire
the required teachers, cause the required buildings
to be erected and see to it that they are maintained. The province now pays roughly 40 -r>er
cent of total public school costs and authorizes the
school boards to levy directly or upon municipal
councils for the remainder. The residents of the
municipality are expected to display sufficient
interest and exert sufficient initiative to ensure
that the assigned tasks are adequately carried out.
In {Chapters 2 and 4 we briefly trace the course of
events which led to the present circumstances. It
is sufficient to assert at this point that the existing
degree of provincial control and supervision would
not have developed if all municipalities had been
able to discharge their duties with respect to
public education even adequately let alone commendably, and if the preponderance of the province’s people were convinced that public educational policy was properly determined at the local
level. In fact, of course, the consensus virtually
from the beginning has been that the provincial
government should make the fundamental policy
decisions with respect to public education and
under present circumstances this requires that
the province take whatever steps are necessary
to ensure that all children havk access to adequate education as a matter of right rather than
privilege.

65. We turn now to the matter which is
fundamental to every proposed arrangement of
municipal affairs : the allocation of tasks between
the provincial government and the municipalities.
For the next few pages we hope the reader will
bear in mind that New Brunswick is a small
province; it is smaller in population than a large
ICanadian city.
66. There is no question that the services of
mainly local interest - fire land police protection;
streets, sidewalks and the other public works now
the responsibility of the cities and towns; sewerage
and waste removal; the provision of water; and
community services and recreation - are best
rendered by the municipalities. These are the
matters for which the localities’ preferences should
dominate and over which surveillance should be
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68. The question which concerns us all is:
what if anything is wrong with the existing division of responsibilities for public education? This
question can only be answered by considering the
results.
69. In 1960, total expenditure per pupil
ranged from $136 in Gloucester County to $331
in Sunbury, the average of the counties being’
$200. The range among school districts is much
wider. In 1961, about 12,000 children in the
counties of Gloucester, Kent, Northumberland,
Madawaska and Restigouche were taught by people with no professional training and insufficient
academic knowledge, and the proportion of teachers with inadequate training is increasing. For
the province as a whole, approximately 70 per
cent of the teachers in the towns and cities and
86 per cent i-n the counties had qualifications
below (Certificate II. (ICertificate II requires two
years of training past Teachers’ College.) The
exodus of good teachers from many rural areas
continues. There is a particularly acute teacher
shortage in the French language schools.
70. The present voluntary programme of
school location and consolidation has been even
moderately successful only in some counties. The
voluntary nature of our system - by which
school boards are cajoled and offered stimulation
grants but are not ordered - has resulted in the
non-existence of high schools in many areas, the
construction of extravagant structures in some
poor as well as wealthy districts, the sandwiching
between consolidated districts of small school districts which refuse to join the consolidation and
inadequate integration of urban and adjacent rural
areas. Of the 422 school districts existing in
September of 1962, 275 offered no high school
work. The absence of large school districts frustrates parents’ wishes that satisfactory instruction
be given in French and English in mixed districts.
71. We could go on. But enough has been
said to indicate that the existing organization of
public education is beyond repair. As we will
show in Chapter 8, even a belated implementation
of the MacKenzie Report would be a case of too
little too late. There is extravagance in the midst
of need; more funds are required but, much more
important, we must cease to spend so much of
our limited funds unwisely. If there is one matter
above all others about which our (Commission is
utterly convinced, it is that the initiative for
developing an adequate educational system must
be assumed by the provincial government rather
than left to local school boards.

must be done and done quickly. The sharp rise
in expenditures which began during the 1950’s is
still iz1 full flood; we cannot afford to have our
efforts further dissipated. We recommend that a
provincial Public Schools Commission be vested
with full responsibility for providing public school
facilities throughout the province in order that
each child will be assured of receiving the stand rd of education which is required to help him
8evelop his abilities to the greatest possible extent.
‘*Composition of the Commission ;s described in
detail in Chapter 8; it would be comprised mainly
of nominees of the various universities of the
province. In this respect our recommendations
are similar to those made by the first provincial
Royal Commission on Higher Education more than
a 100 years ago.
73. The Commission should be vested with
the full powers required for its tasks. It should
consolidate the m&e than 400 school districts
which now exist into about 60 units of viable size,
each with senior high school facilities surrounded
by a network of feeder elementary and secondary
schools, so arranged that most students will live
within 15 miles of their high school. It should
appoint all senior administrators of the districts
At our
and pay the salaries of all x>ersonnel.
request, the Department of Education has already
assembled much of the information reaui.red for
the establishment of a programme which would
ensure adequate standards of education throughout
v
the province.
74. It is recommended that each school district have a board of trustees which would select
and engage, from applicants holding the appropriate teaching certificates, the principals and
teachers to be employed in the various schools.
Salary schedules shobld be uniform throughout
the Drovince. The ICommission would have the
resp&sibility for ensuring that the approved
number of leachers of each class were available
to each district. Relieved of their budgetary
Droblems, the district boards would be frke tY0
concentrate on the tasks for which they are particularly well suited: providing liaison between
members of the community and the Commission
and harmonizinrr; the endeavours of the parent and
the teacher. They would also propose supplements to the provincial programme but it is not
intended that Lthese should gmount to more than
a small percentage of the total cost of primary
and secondary education. In this respect our
recommendations differ fundamentallv from the
“foundation programme” of most otheVr provinces.
I

Recommendation:

XVI. Social Welfare

72. We recommend that the provincial government should ‘assume the full responsibility for
the financing and operation of our public education programme (excluding universities). Much

75. Prior to the passing of the Social Assistance Act in 1960, the responsibilitv for social
welfare rested with the m;nicipalities - upon
whom it was thrust by the first ANew Bruns&ck

first full year of social assistance. About threequarters of the expenditures are made by the
counties. There is widespread concern that the
programme is beyond the power of the inadequate
staff of the Department to control it, despite the
best efforts of these able and devoted officials.

poor law, passed in 1786. The Social Assistance
Act was to a large extent a consequence of the
federal programme of grants, introduced in 1956
and 1957, to reimburse the provinces for 50 per
cent of the cost of relief. Under the 1960 legislation the province now pays the municipalities
$1.00 per capita plus 70 per cent of specified
welfare expenditures in excess of that amount.
The Minister is also empowered to pay up to fifty
per cent of administrative costs.
76. The new policy is a vast improvement
over the old neglect and any assessment of it
should make allowance for the brief period during
which it has been in effect. It is apparent at this
early date, however, that the new programme
suffers from two basic defects. Too great a reliance rests upon the distribution of money. The
needy require rehabilitation and this is not possible without a vast increase in the number of
trained social workers and other well qualified
administrators. We have been informed many
times over that there is no hope that the programme will ever be administered by adequately
trained social workers so long as its administration remains in the hands of the counties and
towns. The Department has recently been able
to devote some attention to this acute problem of
raising the standards of administration. Their
task would be immeasurably easier if they could
take direct action rather than having to rely on
persuasion. The deplorable level of administration is apparently attributable in part at least to
the resentment with which some municipal councils discharge this function. There was probably
no issue about which those who presented their
views to this <Commission were more united than
their insistence upon the necessity of the province
assuming full responsibility for social welfare.
77. The other basic weakness of the current
programme is that with the province paying 70
per cent of the cost, leaving control in the hands
of the municipalities breeds indifference and irresponsibility on t.he part of some municipal officials
- especially those who do not share the philosophy underlying the new act, In one municipality gross expenditures for relief increased from
$8,000 in 1958 to $35,000 in 1961. In another
they increased 70 per cent in two years. These
increases were apparently not attributable to a
substantial increase in need and it is difficult for
us to conceive that all of the increases were justified by the inadequacies of the old programme.
Some persons in need are not receiving assistance,
while some who do not require it are nevertheless
on the welfare lists. The many references to it
indicates that this abuse is widespread. We are
convinced that the commendable goals of the new
programme are being subverted by political interference at both the local and provincial levels.
Gross welfare expenditures rose from a total of
$1.3 million in 1959 to $3.4 million in 1961, the

Recommendations :
78. We recommend the establishment of an
independent Social Welfare Commission constituted ‘as described in IChapter 9. The Commission
should assume control over and responsibility for
old age and blind assistance, child welfare, and
social assistance and youth services. It should be
clothed with all statutory powers required for its
effective operation.
79. One of the first acts of the Welfare
[Commission should be to establish as many regional offices as are required to directly administer
these welfare programmes and to relieve the
municipalities of all responsibility and participation in social welfare. The Commission would
continue the past co-operation with (Children’s Aid
Societies and other voluntary organizations.
Authorities on social welfare have for many years
declared that it is only by having a single welfare
agency deal with all members of a problem family
that a dissipation of effort can be avoided and the
record of rehabilitation improved. The regional
officers of the proposed Commission would meet
this requirement by administering a co-ordinated
programme of aid to the blind, the disabled, the
aged, the ill, our youth, and indigent adults’ and
ihdigent children. Only the last two of these are
now the responsibility of the municipalities.
XVII. Hospitals and Public Health
80. It was asserted to us on several occasions
that the controls vested by legislation in the Department of Health over the operating expenditures of existing general hospitals and over proposals for new hospitals are exercised with insufficient stringency. There exists wver-all *
which takes into
per account population trends, present occupancy rates, and a division of functions among
hospitals of different types. The initiative for the
building of a new municipal hospital or an addition to an existing one rests with the locality. By
offering to pay the carrying charges for the debt
incurred for the greater part of the cost, a municipality can bring great political pressure to bear
upon the provincial government to erect a hospital
in the location of the municipality’s choosing.
Whether the new facilities are a justifiable part
of the over-all hospital care programme or not,
responsibility for the full operating costs must
then be assumed by the province. The original
intention of the public hospital care programme,
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that the large urban hospitals which were
equipped for t&e most intricate surgery should be
sunDlemented bv a network of small and cottage
ho&itals so sit;ated that all residents would be
within a safe distance of a hosnital, has been
“warped by political pressure, loLa1 pride and a
lack
departments
I
n of direction
- 4. by the appropriate
01 government”.
” 81. There is also a startling imbalance
between the adeauate, sometimes latish exnenditures for gener’al I;urpose hospitals anh the
of mental care
extremely low expenditures
A.
hospitals:
82. The source of these shortcomings does
not lie with the controlling le.&lation. Provision
is made for the full scrut&*bud=
and of nroDosals %r new buildings. *ADnroval bv
the M&i&er is required before” a neK hospitil
may begin operations. The difficulty lies with
the political process and the defective information
fed to the cabinet.
83. Another responsibility which municipalities share with the provincial government are
the public health services. The province is divided into six health districts each with a medical
health officer who acts as chairman of the subdistrict boards of health of the counties within
his district. These countv boards are resanonsible
for sanitarv inspections and disease prekention.
The DenaAmen<of Health has sugges&d that the
sanitar; inspectors be given civil Z&vice status so
that th& “&uld be tra&ed according to their abilities a&l placed in the districts rgquiring their
individual knowledge”.

XVIII. The Administration of, Justice
86. The present organization for administering iustice is the outcome of numerous ad hoc
soikions to a great variety of problems which
arose in years %ast. The& ha/ never been an
over-all rationalizing of procedures. In. some
matters municipalities have the paramount responsibility, as in the provision of county gaols and
keepers. In others the province is responsible for
initiating an administrative procedure tihich must
be paid for partly or completely by the municipality, as in the case of a doroner’s inquest.
87. We concur with the fin.d;nqs of the
Attornev-General’s lCommi.ttee of 1958, that court
house facilities are inadecluate. We also acctree
with the recommendation of the 1951 Commiss;on
on the IGaol System of New Brunswick that the
county gaols be replaced by a provincial prison
system designed to achieve the reformation and
rehabilitation of prisoners. This recommendation
was endorsed by the Committee on the Administration of Justice in 1958. Yet rn-ost county rraols
still possess insufficient space to house the prisoners assigned to them iand are not large enough to
permit even a minimal seqecation of prisoners.
Provincial government opikation of the proposed
new district gaols would m.ake possible t.he selection and training of staff in keeping with modern
concepts of penology and reformation. At present,
different procedures and policies are followed in
each gaol. Most gaols are acutely understaffed.
88. The aDDointment of sheriffs is made
annually bv the1 Lieutenant-Governor in Council
and, fo; thk most part, these appointments have
been considered to be part of thl;! -political patronage system. We agree with the Committee on the
Kdm’inistration of Justice in New Brunswick, that
the authoritv which makes t h e aDDointments
should pav Ghe salaries and that thkl AttornevGenerall should assume the responsibility f&
supervision of the performance of their dut’ies bv
shkriffs. Similar r&forms are needed with respect
to clerks of the peace, whose functions should be
expanded to include a crown prosecutors’ service.
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Recommendations:
84. We recommend that the powers conferred upon the Minister under the Public Hospitals Act and the Hospital Services Act, and exercised through the Hospital Services Division of
the Department of Health be transferred to an
independent Hospitals ,Commission. The change
would not entail an administrative upheaval, but
it would enable the budgetarv review of hosDitals
to be erreatlv tightened Uand J would facilitat;! the
imDos&on 01 dirvection ux>on the continued develo&Lent of hospital facil&ies. It would also take
the important ldecisions on hospital matters out of
the political arena.
85. We further recommend that all present
municipal responsibilities for public health programmes, other than hospital care, municipal
nursing services and dental health clinics, should
be assumed bv t.he Department of Health. Freed
of its preoccuI;ation w&h the hospitals, the Department could concentrate its efforts upon the vital
task of improving preventive a;d detection
programmes.

Recommendations:
89. We recommend that the Department of
the Attorney-General assume complete responsibilitv for the administration of iustice in the provinceYand that the x>rovincial uEobernment bea> the
entire financial co&.
X I X . C i v i l Defence
90. We find it difficult to avoid the conclusion that the sDonsor and chief financial contributor to the exi&ng civil defence programme - the
federal governm&t - has no< veVt established a
clear-cur policy concerning the Emergency measures to be taken for the grotection of the civil
population in the event of ivar. In any case, we .
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has to implement, or of an order-in-council issued
under the authoritv of the Lieutenant-Governor
in ‘Council, which& establishes rules or clarifies
some aspect of the programme being administered
bv the commission. An administrative commis&on is created bv an act of the legislature and its
members are aipointed for their integrity and
abilitv. T h e commission is then entrusted with
a task. In effect. the legislature and executive sav
to the commissioners: tUhis is tOhe law, put it ink
oueration. If the commission fails to discharge its
duties efficientlv, or if it refuses to comply strictlv
with the policv, ’ rules and regulations ksYtablished
bv the legislature and executive. the latter can
only either appoint new commissioners when
terms of office expire or relieve the commission of
its duties by an act of the legislature.
94. The root idea behind commissions is
that members are selected not onlv for their abilitv and dedication to the Dublic service but also
because thev are terriblv knthusiastic about the
tasks to be I;erformed and are wholly in sympathy
with the policy objectives. The commissioners
will therefore always be pressing ahead to raise
the standards of service, the efficiency of performance and the realization of the policy objectives.
They will always be pressing the executive for
more funds than have been appropriated to them
in previous years. This is where the main control
of their activities by the executive must arise.
The cabinet must retain responsibility for deciding
how much should be spent for the different governmental functions and Iservices. The budge; of the
admini .strative commission is submitted every year
and the Treasury Board combs through -it- for
expenditures which are not justified, for costs
which could be reduced and for extensions of
services which should receive prior executive
approval. Each vear, in effect, the commission
gives ‘an account of its stewardship. In addition,
anv person or group who is wronged bv a commission Aor who & denied the services or rights to
which he is entitled bv law must be able to” carry
an anneal to a tribunil to whom the commission
is accountable. It is most essential that such
appeal tribunals be established and that all persons
have readv and inexnensive access to them. It
goes without saying, of course, that no member or
official of a commission should be a member of the
tribunal as well.
95 . It is ax>Darent. therefore. that if a member of the cabin; or of the Legislative Assemblv
comes under pressure from a politically organized
ErouD who want an exception to be made to the
general rules, that is, whoAwant some special privilege, he can make but one answer. This is that
the carrying out of the programme is in the hands
of the commission; there is nothing he can do
except to introduce a bill to change the governing
legislation. It is apparent also that, like all types
of government bodies, administrative commissions

cannot think that the mere involvement of a
maximum number of people in an ill-defined task
is likelv to accomplish anvthing of value. As we
have mentioned before, what isueveryone’s responsibilitv is no one’s resnonsibilitv. We are of- the
view ihat a well-organized small cadre in each
region of the country is vastly superior to a large
number of ill-informed and confused volunteers
with one week’s training. Surelv New Brunswick
with its
of. 600,000 is not too large to
. population
. 1
comprise a smgle region.
91. In the hope that some order mav be
imposed upon the present confusion and that the
provincial government will take a firm stand with
the federal government and insist that either the
programme be dropped or a feasible policv adopted, “we recommend that the murncipalities ‘be
relieved of all direct resonsibilities for civil defence.
Given the lack of a coherent policy, it is only to
be expected that the present contribution by the
municipalities of 12175 per cent of costs will produce little else but waste. If the participation
of organizations of the municipalities such as
the fire and police forces are required, this
can be accomplished without municipal financial
participation.

I

XX. Why So Many Administrative
Commissions?
92. First of all, we should perhaps explain
briefly what we mean by an administrative commission. For a full explanation of the general
role which we envisage for the recommended
administrative commissions, this section should be
read in conjunction with the further discussion
contained in Chapters 7 and 16. A detailed
description of the particular functions to be performed by each proposed commission will be
found in Chapters 8, 9, 10 and 12.
93. Our commission is a royal commission
of inquiry and we certainly do not suggest that
similar bodies be entrusted with administrative
duties. But commissions of nquiry do have some
characteristics in common with administrative
commissions. A commission of inquire is charged
with a suecific task and it nossesses traditional
powers and prerogatives to ena ble it to carry out
its assignment. It receives no directives or communicaiions from the government once its terms
of reference are established and no member of the
government is responsible for its acts or findings.
An administrative commission should not be quite
so free of direction from the executive arm of
government and it is not desirable that it should
be . Nevertheless, an administrative commission
possesses much greater independence from the
executive than a department, because all directives
issued to the commission take the form either of
an act passed by the legislature which determines
the policy or programrne which the commission
”
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vital political activity of achieving compromises
of conflicting group interests should take place at
the legislative level only - when policies and
programmes are being adopted or modified. This
political activity, indispensable though it is to the
well-being of the province, should not be allowed
to intrude into the implementation of legislative
decisions.
98. Secondly, we have recommended four
major administrative commissions because we
wish to free the cabinet from the overt political
pressure which will be brought to bear upon them
if they adopt our major recommendations. We
have recommended a drastic reorganization of
much of the existing governmental structure in
the province. We are confident that there will be
widespread and strong support for our policies, but
there is almost certain to be some active opposition
as well. And, as we have stressed, our recommendations stand for the most part as a package
of interdependent proposals which cannot be
selected at random without endangering the overall goals. If our proposals are adopted, it is too
much to expect that opposition will end with
passage of the necessary legislation. One of the
st.rengths of the commission form of administration is that it erects a barrier between the legislative <and the administrative arms of government,
and provide the means whereby legislation may
be brought into effect without the distortions
which seem to be inevitable in New Brunswick
under the traditional departmental form of public
administration.
99. Third, if our recommendations are
adopted, a great deal of work must be accomplished in a brief period of time. If we had to
give one iall-i.nclusive reason for advocating commissions, it would be the imperative need for
change. It is a time calling for the exercise of
initiative. Able men should be appointed and
given their head. If their performance is unsatisfactory, they should be promptly removed. This
is not possible under departmental procedures and
civil service regulations. The new commissions
will require a substantial number of able and dedicated administrators and will not be able to recruit
many of them from the departments because it is
apparent that these agencies already suffer from
having too few well qualified senior officers. To
attract the able administrators required, the salaries offered by the commissions will have to be
competitive; civil service pay schedules and regulations would prove inadequate for attracting the
kind of administrators who are required if our
recommendations are to be carried out effectively
and economically.
100. The commission form of administration would make the traditional functions of our
government more effective by more clearly delineating the responsibilities for the administrative
function and for the legislative or policy making

x)ossess weaknesses as well as strengths. Commisiions are in an excellent position “to achieve the
verv best attainable admi&strative performance.
BUIY they can also sink to levels of Mediocre performance or worse. When this happens there is
no remedy except that the commissioners and
many of the senior officers employed by them be
replaced, or, in the extreme, the commission abolished. Even in this respect, however, an advantage can be found in the commission arrangement.
If performance is unsatisfactory, there is no disguising the resnonsibilitv for it. The lines of
authoXtv are cllarlv dra&n and there is no tenure
of officedfor any of %he employees of the commission as there is for members of the civil service.
96. We have recommended that a very
substantial proportion of the administrative dut&s
of the provincial and municipal governments be
taken Gut of the hands of thG u&al deDartments
headed bv elected officials and enGusted to
appointed \I commi .ssions. We consider that our
summaries of the reasons which have accompanied each recommendation sneak for themselves.
But some general comment/are warranted. We
have been “convinced bv three general arguments
that the commission foGm of ad&inistratiGe structure is particularly well suited to the circumstances of our province at this time.
H
97. First, there is a general acceptance that
the folkways of New Brunswick are such that we
need to protect ourselves from ourselves. We are
much to; ureoccux>ied with the rivalries of Dolitical
activity a;d the& is far too much meddlini by all
of us with the administrative function. This
preoccupation is carried to the point where attention is distracted from the more important business
of government which is to make policv decisions
andv to set budgetary priorities. WG a& convinced
that our proiince’ tan learn much from the
Swedish structure of government. There, almost
all the administrative vfunctions of government are
carried on by commissions acting Under the directives and with the powers co&erred bv statute.
The senior staff of thk departments of EoGernment
are left free to e valuate piogrammes, dGtect policy
weaknesses and recommend policy changes. This
is the proper function of theLmoG able Persons in
the ci&l Service. And, all the while, ihe operations of the administrative commissions can be
kept under close scrutiny by a treasury board and
a provincial auditor general. It is also quite
possible to have procedures to protect the rights
hf the individual titizen against ihe encroachGent
of the administrative arG of government. The
commission form of administraGon is particularly
well suited to New Brunswick of the 1960s because
it so explicitl-y recognizes that the administration
of progGamm& is a service function and service
functions should be distinguished by their efficiency and adherence to statutory directives and not
by their accommodation of interested parties. The
CJ
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had more convenient access to officers of the provincial government who were in a position to iake
eflect& a ction to remedy what&er might be
wrong. It shoul.d be remembered that we are not
rec0nYmendin.g the centralization of administration. We are”recommendina the centralization of
responsibility and the decegtralization of administ<ation in Regional offices located where they can
best serve the Residents of all parts of the pro;ince.
105 . In addition to the bounties, the municipalities comprise six cities, twenty-one towns, one
village, about fifty active local improvement districts and, so far as we can determine, ten local
administrative “commissions”, such as Albert Fire
and Water, and Andover Water. In addition to
the cities. towns and village there are about 250
commu&ies having a pop\lation of 300 or more
The names
scattered throuEhout the Drovince.
and locations oY these corGmunities are listed in
APDendix I.
I A 106. We consider that this municipal structure should be modified. We should end the
distinction between towns and cities except that
these desiernations may remain a convenient indication of” their apprGximate size. The present
village of Port El& is too small to suppOrt the
general government costs of a full-fledged urban
municipality; it will be noted from Column 4 of
Table 1:2 above that its equalize4 tax rate is the
highest of any city, town orLvillage in the province.
The rural administrative commissions pre-date the
local improvement districts and should have been
given that status when the latter were introduced
at the end of the Second World War. We are
told that a majority of the local improvement districts maintain inadequate financial records and
the dividing line between the public works which
they pay for themselves and the improvements
provided for them bv the Department of Public
Works from general brovinciai revenues is neither
uniform nor logical. 107. We iecommend that the areas of competence and responsibility of all units of government be much more clearly delineated. In the
process, the tangle of overlapping statutes of great
diversity which currently regulates the structure
and taxGtig powers of local g&ernment should be
swept away and replaced by a single, comprehensive municipalities act. To make it easier for
the reader to follow our recommendations for the
modification of the structure of municipal government, we have used some new terms which we
believe are more descriptive. We rcommend that
the entire area of the province fall into one or
other of the following classifications:
(1) the
municipalities: cities, towns and villages; (2)
rural areas: a) local service districts to be administered directly by the new Municipal Affairs
Commission and b) other territory within which
no services of a local nature are provided; and

function. The commissions would be insulated
from political and other corrupting influences
which would tend to subvert the government’s
administrative programmes.
101. Now is the time for a fresh start and a
break wit,h the past - because the past has failed
us! There is a time and place for all forms of
administrative structure and we are not recommending that commissions be a permanent feature
of provincial government. In time, a reversal to
the departmental structure might be advantageous.
Just as the structures of government which we
would now modify were once suitable to the conditions of their day, so also the forms which we
propose may become unsuited to the conditions of
another era.
XXI. The New Municipal Structure
102. Our major recommendations are interdependent to a considerable degree. If they are
adopted, all of functions and duties of the counties
would be transferred to other levels of government. Even as matters now stand, the counties
have become mainly tax collecting agencies - a
function which they are singularly ill-equipped to
perform. There is no important function or field
of government responsibility for which they are
empowered to formulate policy; they can shape
provincially-initiated programmes only by saying
“no” to an optional arrangement or by dragging
their feet. Nearly two-thirds of the revenue which
they now have to raise goes to the public schools
and their tax fields are inadequate for the revenues
they are asked to produce. They possess vestigial
administrative powers which cannot be properly
exercised on their present fragmented basis. The
size of their operations is too small for them to
engage able professionals in this age of specialization. It is time that the harassed county officers
be released from the impossible position in which
time and change have placed them.
103. The elimination of county government
was not arrived at as a direct policy decision on
our part. It is the result of our various decisions
concerning the most efficacious way in which the
various tasks now performed by municipal governments could be performed. On reflection, however,
one can see that this outcome is an inevitable
consequence of the changes of the past half
century.
104. It should not be thought that the disappearance of county councils would spell an end
to the counties themselves. Local identities are
deeply rooted and no onslaught upon them is
intended. They have not sprung from the accidents of the drawing of municipal boundary lines
nor from the meagre functions of county councils.
We expect that the passing of the county councils
would go unremarked by most rural residents of
the province, except when they found that they
25

tions might be confined to private institutions up
to and including high schools since the remarks
we have iust made about the hospitals and public
schools also apply to the universities and colleges
of the province. The pavments of grants equal to
full municinat taxe6; on ‘the real property of universities would tend to increase the variation in
the tax capacities of the cities and towns.
110. The unconditional grants together with
the reduction in cities and t&vns’ financial resnonc;bilities would make it possible for each to
ysav for a normal level of services of the tvpes
uc1137[ for communities of its size. with a tax levy
of sliphtlv more or less than 5Oc per $100 of
asce&nents at market value. The combined school
and tocal tax would therefore be a bit more or
1~s than 2 ner cent of assessments at market value.
The
unconditional grants are fullv described under
_.
that heading a few pages bel.ow. It is expected that
all public utilities operated bv the municipalities
will be made to balance their budgets and we
strongly recommend that amounts which may be
charged as licences and fees should be set out in
the municipalities act. At pregent they lend themselves to abuses in the for& of restrictive charges
and as disguised sources of revenue. Licences and
fees should be used solely to facilitate the regulation of the activities in question. All these matters
are discussed in detail in Chapters 12, 13, 14 and
15

(3) the federal and provincial crown lands and
forests.
108. Under our recommendations there
would be no difference whatever between the cities
and towns except their name and population size.
Cities and towns should have identical administrative and financial powers and should provide
whatever local services their residents desire and
are prepared to pay for. Their functions would be
confined to the provision of those services which
are mainly of local interest: streets, roads, sidewalks and street lighting; fire and police protection; water; storm and sanitary sewerage and
sewage disposal; parks, community services and
recreational facilities; urban redevelopment and
community planning. They would derive their
powers from and be regulatkd by the new municipalities act.
‘109. The cities and towns would have four
basic revenue sources: the real propertv tax; the
equalizing unconditional grants paid by the
province; the ex ,p-atia grants in lieu of taxes paid
by the provincial and federal governments and
their crown corporations: and nominal revenue
from utility profits and licences and fees. Some
funds would also be received from senior r;overnments in the form of stimulation grants designed
to encourage specific activities, such as sewage
treatment, winter works and urban renewal. The
province would make nayments equal to full
municipal taxes o n a l l i t s prop&ty w i t h i n
muni&al boundaries. These properties might include the public schools and hospitals to be owned
by the new commissions which we recommend,
a&d we have based our calculations on the assumption that t.his course would be followed. However, the main reason for making provincial
r?ropertv subiect to taxation by the cities and towns
is to reduce the wide variations in the amount of
taxable property per capita. The province would
also pay grants equal to municipal taxes on the
real property of private educational institutions
which are exempt by provincial statute. Provincial
crown corporations engae;ed in commercial activities should pay the equivalent of full provincial
and municipal taxes on their real property, so
thev would not continue to have an unfair competitive advantage against private entewrises. The
pavmmt of eaualizine g r a n t s , t o renlace t h e
subsidv pavments. would remove most of the need
for an evening-un of tax capacities and our calculations indicate that inclusion of the public schools
and hssnitals in the assessments of the cities and
towns Gould sli,ahtlv increase the variation in tax
capacities, rath.er than reduce it. The province
m&y therefore wish to continue to exclude these
nroperties from the municipal tax base. Similarly,
the grants paid by the province to the cities and
towns with respect to private educational institu-
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XXII. The New “Villages”
11 I. We have referred to the unsatisfactory
state of many of the local improvement districts.
to
The Department of Municipal Affairs is tryin?
L
impose some order and control upon their affairs
but this is exceedingly difficult under present
arrangements. We &commend that the existing
incorporations of all the local improvement districts and of the rural commissiotis both be rescinded. This would enable the new Municipal
Affairs Commission described below to make a
fresh start. Any d-istrict which has its affairs in
tolerably good order would he permitted to incorporate as a village provided that incorporation
is anproved by 60 per cent of those who vote in a
plebiscite of the ratepavers. All other districts
would revert to the st&ks of what we have termed
local service districts, described in the next section.
1 I.2 The new villages should possess the
powers specificallv enumerated for them under
the new municipalities act. Thev would operate
under an elected board of control. Their operations would be restricted to the local services appropriate to their size and needs. The villages
would have the same sources of revenues as the
towns, including thse equalizing unconditional
grants paid by the province, calculated in a
26

manner appropriate to their circumstances as described in Chapter 14.
113. We recommend that a special office of
the new Municipal Affairs Commission exercise
close supervision over the new villages, that the
municipalities act require that financial statements be filed quarterly and that spot audits be
made periodically in addition to regular
annual
audits.

117. We consider that this manner of coping
with the public works requirements of the local
improvement districts and the unincorporated
communities is most inequitable. It is unfair that
the general provincial revenues should defray costs
in some communities which the residents of cities
and towns must pay for themselves and which
other residents of the counties must do without.
118. We recommend that no public works
whatever, other than the maintenance of the provincial highway system, should be performed by
the Department of Public Works in rural areas
until arrangements have been made with the new
villages or with the Municipal Affairs Commission
on behalf of the new local service districts, for the
costs to be defrayed through equitable taxation of
those receiving the service.
119. As mentioned, we recommend that the
new local service districts be administered by a
branch of the Municipal Affairs Commission. It
should be the duty of the Commission to hold
plebiscites upon the receipt of a petition that roads
or any other public works be provided. The minimum requirement should be that 60 per cent of
those who vote in the plebiscite should approve the
project. All persons liable for property taxes in
the proposed district, who reside in the district,
are at least 21 years of age and do not have
property taxes more than one year in arrears
should be eligible to vote in the plebiscite. The cost
of the project should be covered by a uniform levy
on all taxable real porperty in the district and unconditional equalizing grants as recommended in
Chapter 14.
120. We consider that this arrangement
would be the most efficient and tequitable which
can be devised for the special situations of the 200
or more communities having a population of 300
or more but which are not suited to incorporation as villages because they are too small or because the residents do not wish to do so or for any
other reason. The residents of these communities
would be much better served than they now are.
A complete range of administrative organization
and services would be available to them. The
expense of using this organization and a special
central service to arrange for local public works
requirements would be much less than any alternative arrangement. The cost would be equitably
allocated. The residents would be assured that
the facilities would be installed and administered
at the low costs realizable with a large volume of
work. There would be complete safeguards against
misdemeanours and accounting irregularities.
Funds borrowed for the purpose of local public
works would be available at the low interest cost
procurable by the municipal debt corporation described in Chapter 14. Finally, a share of the
cost, equitably calculated in relation to the un-

XXTII. Local Service Districts

,

114. We have recommended that any local
improvement district which has its affairs in
tolerably good working order be permitted to incorporate as a village, All others should take on
the status of what we have termed local service
districts. The latter would not be incorporated
and would have no <elected officials or administrative officers of their own. Whatever public
works they desired would be provided for them by
the Municipal Affairs Commission and the
appropriate portion of the cost would be defrayed
by taxes on the real property and the unconditional grants described in- Chapter 14.
115. The many scattered settlements in
rural areas are an especial problem of municipal
administration in all provinces. Most of them are
not large enough to form viable municipalities but
they require local services which should nevertheless be paid for by the residents who enjoy
them. Such local financial responsibility for local
services is in fact basic to the scheme of municipal
finance which we are proposing. There is the
additional important consideration that the provision of public works by the provincial government without direct charge to the residents
concerned serves to stimulate appetites to the point
of wasteful expenditure.
116. In this respect the situation in both
the local improvement districts and unincorporated
communities is most unsatisfactory. Through the
years, the Department of Public Works has provided and maintained roads, curbs, sidewalks and
certain other local services in unincorporated areas
and for some local improvement districts which
fail to incorporate to provide the particular services
for themselves. Many of these services were installed in subdivisions just outside the boundaries
of the cities, towns and village. No charge was
made for many of these public works and as little
as one-half for others. An estimate made for us
sets the cost of these public works to the province
at $2,500,000 in 1961. Although this figure is
little more than a calculated guess it nevertheless
indicates that the amounts of the expenditures in
question are substantial. The accounts of the Department of Public Works are not kept in such a
way that the actual expenditure can be ascertained.
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conditional equalizing grants paid by the province
to the incorporated municipalities, would be absorbed by the provincial government. This share
would amount to at least 40 per cent; the calculation is described in Chapter 14.
121 Finally, we have no fears that the
Municipal Affairs Commission would be unresponsive to the wishes of the residents of the local
service districts. The personnel of the Commission
who are responsible for the local service districts
would know that theirs was a purely service
agency and that, if they proved unattentive to the
needs of the rural residents, suitable mention of
the fact would no doubt be made by the members
who represent these residents in the legislature.
122. Not all of the small communities which
we t.hink should be administered as local service
districts by the Municipal Affairs Commission are
situated in rural areas and at the same distance
from any other community. Quite a number of
them lie on the outskirts of the cities, towns and
the new villages. Wle have recommended that
whenever a village or a local service district comes
into being, the mandatory rules which we have
recommended for the consolidation of certain
municipal services would come into force. If the
local service district is contiguous to a municipality, whenever its ratepayers by a plebiscite
indicate their desire for any or all of water, fire,
police or sewage services, the Municipal Affairs
Commission must make arrangements with the
municipality for the creation of a metropolitan
council. The council would oversee the provision
of these services to the two communities jointly.
We do not suggest that the local service district
must enter joint arrangements for these four
services whether it wants them or not. What we
do recommend is that, if and when the local service
district wants any one of them, it should be provided at once under a metropolitan council
arrangement, by an extension of the facilities of
the conti~ous municipality.
123r Community planning lies in a different
category. We have recommended that this
function be performed by the Municipal Affairs
Commission for all parts of the province outside
the municipalities which have effective planning
agencies and adjacent areas designated as part of
their planning responsibility. The particular
circumstances should determine the timing of the
surrender of this function by the Commission to
the appropriate metropolitan council.
XXIV.

Collections of the Real Property Taxes

124. We recommended above that the
administrative function of setting assessed values
on all real property in the province be entrusted
to a single agency. That agency should be the

assessments office of the Municipal Affairs Commission. This would be the least expensive way
of obtaining accurate assessments and offers the
only hope that assessments will ever be accurate
and equitable. Since they would be informed by
the Cornmission of the total assessed value of their
taxable property, the cities, towns and villages
would be in a position to strike their tax rates as
soon as they had adopted their budgets and knew
their tax revenue requirements. Once the rates
were struck, the municipal councils should turn
the matter back again to the Commission. Striking
the rate- that is, imposing the tax - is a legislative act and is properly performed by the
municipality. The carrying out of the will of the
legislature - the actual collection of the tax is an administrative operation which should be
performed in the most efficient and inexpensive
manner possible.
125. We recommend that all the taxes imposed on real property, by all of the units of
government involved, namely, the province when
raising revenue for the Public Schools Commission,
the cities, towns, villages, and the Municipal
Affairs Commission in its role as administrator for
the local service districts, should be collected by a
tax collections office of the Municipal Affairs
Commission, acting as the service agency for the
provincial and municipal governments. No loss
of autonomy would be suffered by the municipalities since they would control the amount of tax
to be collected. Concentration of tax collections
in the hands of one agency would lower collection
costs and make possible the introduction of a uniform payments system whereby the taxpayer
could remit taxes on a monthly basis. It is expected that most taxes would be paid in this way
but some persons, particularly farmers, might wish
to make payment in one instalment if much of
their year’s income is received at one time in the
year.
XXV. The M~~icipul Affairs C o m m i s s i o n
126. In an earlier section we argued at
length that the performance of certain administrative functions by appointed commissions
screened from political pressures is particularly
well suited to the present circumstances of New
Brunswick. We believe that the considerations
we discussed then apply with greatest force to
municipal affairs. It is even more vital, if possible,
to make a fresh start and to establish a riew
agency to press forward urgently needed reforms
in municipal government than it is to establish a
connnission to administer the public school system.
It is difficult for us to conceive that the reforms
which we recommend can be implemented unless
an independent commission is created. Perhaps

In 1955 the approval of the Governor in
Council was obtained by the Department of
National Defence to develop the proposed
Town, which was in due course incorporated
in 1956 by an Act of the Province of New
Brunswick. The main purpose of the development was to provide municipal facilities
to serve personnel stationed at Camp Gagetown, while, at the same time, avoiding the
growth of a purely military community. It
is adrninistered by a Board of seven Commissioners, four appointed by the Federal
Government and three by the Province.

at some future date, when manv of todav’s problems have ‘been solved, a return-to administration
of municipal affairs by a department would be
desirable, but to continue with departmental administration at this time would, in our view, lead
only to disaster.
127. The new commission should be composed of persons distinguished for their public
service, integrity, independence and flexibility of
mind. The most suitable persons are likely to be
found among those who are holding or have held
elective municipal offices, but it is undesirable
that all of the commissioners should be drawn
from this source. Finding the best people will be
a difficult matter and we recommend that a nominating 4committee of six persons be appointed
to advise the Minister of Municipal Affairs on
this matter. The nominating committee should
consist of persons appointed by such organizations
as the IJnion of New Brunswick Municipalities,
the New Brunswick Federation of Agriculture, the
provincial Chambers of Commerce or Boards of
Trade, the New Brunswick Federation of Labour,
the New Brunswick Bar Society, the New Brunsi
wick section of the Canadian Manufacturers Association, the New Brunswick Medical Society and
the New Brunswick Institute of Chartered Accountants. This widely dispersed participation
and responsibility would help to create broad
public support for the Commission without which
it could not operate effectively.
128. Our full panoply of agencies servicing
municipal governments has now been described.
We have recommended that the municipalities be
provided with a tax base adequate for their revenue
requirements and with a service agency to look
after all the mechanics of equitable assessment
and collection. We have recommended that a
municipal debt corporation stand readv to borrow
funds for their canital proiects at the lowest interest cost which Acan be secured. Freed of all
these technical matters, the municipal councils
could concentrate upon their proper &ticaZ tasks
of deciding what the total amount of expenditure
should be-and how expenditures should be distributed among the various services. It remains
for us to describe the limitations upon the powers
of municipal councils which we consider to be
in the best int,erests of the public. Before doing
so, it is convenient for us to-deal with the sepciai
situation of the Town of Oromocto.

In order that the Town would not start
under a heavy burden of debt the Department turned over to it, without charge, the
roads and services already installed in the
Service housing area, together with certain
parcels of Crown-owned land. This assistance was augmented by capital grants
totalling $1,500,000 and an arrangement was
made whereby capital assistance loans, to be
secured by the Town’s debenture, could be
made. As the Town did not have the usual
type of municipal tax structure, it was
arranged that until it had developed to a
point where it could operate normally the
Federal Government would pay annual
operating grants, representing the -difference
between the Town’s operating expenses and
its revenues. In this connection it was proposed that the initial operating grant should
be $100,000 for 1955-56 with annual increments of approximately $25,000 during
the next five years, the actual amount of each
increase to be approved by the Treasury
Board. While it was anticipated that the
assistance by the Department during these
first few years would suffice until the Town
could operate normally with the aid of grants
under the Municipal Grants Act, this has not
turned out to be the case and federal grants
towards operating expenses of the Town have
continued at a very high level . . .
The Town’s operating costs for the
calendar year 1961 amounted to $1,062,000
while its revenues totalled only $81,000, including tax revenues of $27,000 and provincial government grants and subsidies of
$9,000. The Department of National Defence owns 1,900 housing units in the Town,
representing about 90% of the value of all
T o w n property . . .

XXVI. The Special Position of Oromocto
129. The special circumstances of the Town
of Oromocto are succinctly described in the Report
of the Auditor General to the House of Commons
for the Fiscal Year Ended March 31, 1962:

.there seems little likelihood of the Town
b&g able to operate normally in the foreseeable future . . . (italics added)
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130. In answer to a questionnaire sent by
this Commission to all municipalities, the Town of
Oromocto stated:
On the basis of the assessed value of the residential property owned by DND in the Town
($14,407,139.00) the taxes received by the
Town, if it had been private property, would
have been $288J42.78. The grant paid by
DND in 1961 was $1,479,400.00. Obviously,
unless the Defence Department is to continue
to subsidize the operation of the Town, there
must be a very large increase in assessable
property, preferably of an industrial nature,
131. It ;s our view that the Town of
Oromocto is never likely to be a self-supporting
municipality with self-government similar to the
other cities and towns of New Brunswick, even
with the assistance of federal ex gratis grants in
lieu of taxes under the Municipal Grants Act.
Despite the cornrnendable original intentions it
remains an enclave of the federal government
within our province. To endeavour to absorb the
town into the normal structure of muncipal
government and to endeavour to extend to the
town the operations of the recommended Public
Schools Commission, Social Welfare Commission
and Hospitals Commission, would be an extremely
costly enterprise - far too costly for the province’s
slender financial resources. The standard of
municipal services in Oromocto are well above
average; the per capita expenditure on local
services in 1961 was $69 compared to an average
of $52 for all cities and towns with populations
between 5,000 and 13,000. Total expenditure by
school districts in Sunbury County (in which
Oromocto is situated) was $331 per pupil in 1960
compared to the next highest of $279 in Saint John
County. These levels of expenditure doubtlessly reflect the desire of the Department of National Defence to provide a standard of services comparable
to those of cities and towns across Canada. We do
not grudge Oromocto its comparatively favourable
position among New Brunswick municipalities ;
we only wish that the income of the province were
sufficiently high to provide a similar level for all
the cities? towns and school districts. We do however consider that it would be inappropriate for
the province to make contributions to take account
of the town’s inadequate tax base or to help to
maintain its higher than average expenditures.
The town is a creation of the federal government
and should remain its financial responsibility. As
part of the national defence programme, the costs
of operating the town are quite properly a charge
against the general revenue of the nation as a
whole. Above all, no step should be taken which
might (encourage the federal government to discontinue the special grants made by the Department of National Defence and to replace them

with the very much lower, regular grants to which
the town would be entitled under the Municipal
Grants Act.

132. We recommend that the Town of
Oromocto be t.reated as an exclusively federal
government financial responsibility. We have
recommended that all existing contributions made
by the provincial government to the municipalities
and the school boards be ~scontinued, those paid
to Oromocto among them. We recommend that
rzo equalizing, unconditional grant be paid to
Oromocto, and that the town’s schools should not
be made the responsibility of the new Public
Schools Commission.
133. Withholding financial aid does not
mean, of course, that there should be no amicable
co-operation between the provincial government
and its agencies and the town. Present arrangements for the use by the town’s residents of the
province’s hospitals should be examined in the
light of the changes we have recommended, and
co-operation should ,continue in such other fields
of mutual concern as administration of justice,
welfare and community planning.
X X V I I . The Statutory Fo~~dat~o~ for Responsible Municipal Govenment
134. We have referred a number of times to
a new, comprehensive municipalities act which
would supersede all existing legislation which confers powers or imposes responsibilities upon municipalities. The new act should contain a number
of safeguards of the rights of the individual and
the ratepayer against the acts of municipal
councils.
135. It is very difficult for the residents of
a municipality to judge the performance of their
council and its paid officers. To provide a context for the comparative evaluation of performance, we recommend that the Municipal Affairs
Commission annually publish tables showing the
per capita expenditures on each service and the
local tax rate authorized by each municipality.
136. We also recommend that 6 per cent of
the total assessed value of real property in the
municipality be set as the maximum for outstanding debt at any time. The total assessed value
should include property in respect of which ex
gratia payments in lieu of taxes are received and
all business property entered at double the market
value since both the owner and the occupier are
to pay full property taxes. We realize that the
history of statutory debt ceilings has not been
impressive, but we still consider that it would be
a salutory restraint for mu~cipalities which might
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otherwise be inclined to plunge too optimistically
into an unduly large programme of capital projects. The relationship of -outstanding debt to-the
statutory ceiling should be published-annually as
one indication of the municipality’s financial
position. Our recommendations will make it less
painful for the municipalities to finance their
operations and we should not want to see the
vigilance of a cautious electorate relaxed to such a
degree that funds were spent unwisely.
13% With the same ends in mind, we
recommend that the amount of borrowing in any
year without a plebiscite should not exceed onefifth of one per cent of the total assessed value.
We do not recommend a limit to the borrowing
in any one year which may be authorized by
plebiscite, provided that the over-all maximum of
6 per cent of the total assessed value is not
exceeded. The restraint upon the total amount
of borrowing in any one year is a useful addition
to the usual requirement that large capital projects
be submitted to a plebiscite since it focuses attention upon the rate at which debt is being accumulated and therefore provides a frame of reference
within which particularly large capital projects
can be evaluated.
138. Some municipalities keep inadequate
financial records and make insufficient use of external auditors. The new municipalities act should
stipulate a standard form and procedure for
accounting and financial statements of all municipalities. To facilitate efficient budget formulation, the expenditure statements should be
prepared on a functional as well as an “item of
expenditure” basis. By functional we mean that
every expenditure in the year should be allocated
to one of the various services being rendered, with
overhead being allocated on a pro rata basis.
Municipalities should budget for a balance of
operating revenue and expenditure. Any accidental operating surplus or deficit should be
applied to the subsequent year’s budget. There
should be special checks to ensure that no expenditure is made which is outside the powers
conferred by the municipalities act.
139. The Municipal Affairs Commission
should itself employ a highly qualified specialist
in municipal administration and organization who
would advise the municipalities on these matters.
He should periodically inspect the administration
of each town, city and village and issue public
reports of his findings.
140. There should be a uniform procedure
for amalgamations and annexations and a requirement that these be approved by 60 per cent of
those who vote in each jurisdiction in a plebiscite
of the ratepayers. Before the plebiscite is held, it
should be the duty of the Municipal Affairs Com-

mission to hear arguments from those in favour
and opposed, and to make its own investigation
to ensure that all relevant aspects of the matter
are known and accurately stated. It should then
issue its own statement of the issues involved and
of the financial consequences well in advance of
the date for the plebiscite.
141. We recommend that every city and
town appoint a chief executive officer or manager
who would be responsible to the mayor and council
for the efficient administration of the municipality.
He should have the additional important responsibility of causing a comprehensive statement of
all relevant information to be prepared for the
guidance of the council whenever important
matters of policy are being decided. We consider
that the elected officials of a municipality have
three primary duties: to decide policy; to appoint
able senior administrators; and to ensure that the
operations of the municipality are efficiently
executed. Councils should not, however, become
involved in administrative detail. For the most
part, policy decisions relate to the establishment
of programmes and principles in advance of developments.
Programming primarily concerns
the establishment of a plan for the orderly development of public works; adherence to an
established programme is a requisite of efficiency.
An example of a principle is the basis of awarding
contracts by tender, e.g. for the collection of refuse
where the city or town does not own its own equipment and employ its own collectors. A standard
set of guarantees of performance and qualifications
should be prescribed and the rule established that
the contract is awarded to the lowest tender meeting these qualifications. There would then be
little cause for the council to become further involved except to ensure that the procedures were
strictly followed. To the fullest extent possible,
procedures should be laid down in the municipalities act. Where this is not feasible, guidance
should. be
. provided by the Municipal Affairs
Lommission.
XXVIII.

Future Responsibility for Existing Debt

142. It is recommended that the debt of all
school districts be taken over by the Public Schools
Commission along with all public school facilities.
Similarily, we recommend that title to the municipal and quasi-municipal hospital facilities should
pass to the Hospitals Commission which should
assume complete responsibility for the associated
outstanding debt. Owners of privately-owned
public hospitals should be free to elect whether to
turn the hospital buildings and debt over to the
Commission and continue to operate the hospital
for the Commission; or to retain ownership, reassume full responsibility for unretired debt (the

.

present provincial and municipal grants to be discontinued) and negotiate an annual rental payment with the Commission.
143 . The existing debt of the counties should
be assumed by the provincial government and become a charge against the general revenue. This
should be the only compensation made in return
for the province assuming ownership of county
buildings and other assets, which could be used
by the decentralized offices of the various departments of the provincial government, or sold.
144. The assumption by the provincial
government and its agencies of these special categories of municipal debt would leave the cities,
towns and new villages with financial responsibility only for debt incurred for local public works
and miscellaneous items. The debentures reDresenting this debt would be turned over for mar&ement 6~ the Municipal Debt CorDoration and e&h
municibaitv would “become indibted to the Corporation fir the amount of debt assumed by it.
XXIX.

c) unconditional grants so calculated that
each city, town, village and local service
district would be able to provide a standard
level of municipal services appropriate to
the class of municipalities of which it is a
member, with a weibht of taxation no greater
than the average for its class. It is not intended that the actual level of services need
be limited to the average level of anv Dartitular class of municipalities. The obieciive
is to enable the citiesA and towns to {rovide
the appropriate average level of services at
average cost. The full amount of expenditures in excess of the average would be a
charge against the taxable real property of
the particular city or town, exclusive of
business property both commercial and industrial. In Paragraph 48 above, we recommended that the municipal tax on real
property used in business be uniform in all
cities and towns throughout the province.
In conjunction with the equalizing grants,
this uniform municipal taxation of business
would have three major effects. First, so
far as cities and towns are concerned, businessm.en would seek the most economic
location without being influenced by the
weight of local taxes. Second, insofar as
the& standard level of expenditures was concerned, municipalities would not have to
impose differing tax rates depending upon
the proportion of their taxable real property
which was business property. Third, the
preferences of residents of the municipalities
concerning their consumption of publiclyprovided and privately-provided facilities and
services would not be influenced by the opportunities for shifting some of the cost of
publicly-provided public works onto others
who do not derive direct, substantial benefit
from them, notably the owners of business
property. This last would constitute the most
effective possible spur to the ratepayers of a
municipality to keep informed about the
operations of its council.

The Equalizing Unconditional Grants

145 . We have recodended that all existing
contributions by the province to the municipalitiei
be terminated, including the subsidy payments,
snow removal grants and shared-cost payments,
with the single exception of stimulation grants,
notably those for sewage disposal plants. We
recommend that the last-mentioned grant should
be retained because we consider that expenditures
for such purposes as sewage disposal, which is a
matter of concern to the general public of the
province and not -iust the residents of the urban
Lunicipalities, ha;e been neglected in favour of
more popular expenditures. Accordingly, the
stimulation grants should be maintained, and if
need be, supplemented by more direct provincial
action to ensure that the pollution and contamination of our rivers is ended.
146 . To replace the revenues now drawn
f r o m t h e subsid; pavments and other mants
which are to be t;?r&i~ated, our recomrnenditions
call for:
a) the payment of grants equivalent to
municipal taxes on provincial nrox>ertv located ik the cities, t&vns, villa&s Ld Jlocal
service districts, includini the court houses,
hospitals and public scho&, and similar payment of amounts equal to municipal taxes
on private educational institutions which
would remain exempt under the provisions
of the new municipalities act;
b) payment of full municipal tax by provinciai crown corporations engaged in commercial activities (these corporations should
pay the provincial education tax as well),
and

147. The system of unconditional grants
which we recommend is described fully in Chapter
14. The following outline may assist the reader
in understanding ihe principles which underline
these grants. When reference is made to a comparabg level of services in large cities and small
towns, it is only common sense to mean levels of
municipal services which cost more per capita in
the larger centres of population than they do in
the smaller centres. It is reasonable and equitable, therefore, when calculating provincial grants
to enable each municipality to provide a comparable level of local services without having to
impose a greater weight of property tax than other
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152. Before calculating the equalizing
grants, however, a check was made to ensure that
the average level of taxes for local services would
be in keeping with our recommendations discussed
earlier in this chapter. We recommended then
that the rates imposed for local services should not
be much more than 5Oc per $100 of assessments
at market value so that the combined local and
school rates would not greatly exceed $2.00 per
$100. To make this possible, a “flat-rate” grant
of an appropriate amount of the standard expenditure must be paid by the province. The contributions to school costs by certain cities and towns
are raised by our recommendations with the result
that the room left for rates for local purposes is
reduced. If flat-rate grants are not paid, the average level of property taxes would be well above
what it now is and this would not meet our
criteria for an equitable distribution of taxes and
for the most appropriate weights of the various
provincial and municipal taxes in relation to one
another.
153. We accordingly recommend that all
municipalities be paid a ‘flat-rate grant equal to
40 per cent of their standard expenditure.
154. The next steps are to calculate the flatrate grant for each municipality and deduct it
from the st,andard expenditure of each. These
calculations result in a balance of standard
expenditure which each municipality is expected
to raise with the assistance of the equalizing
grants. The equalization grant required to enable
each municipality in each group to provide for
the balance of the standard expenditure with a
uniform tax burden is then calculated.
15 5. The particular municipality’s total
grant is the sum of its flat-rate grant and its
equalization grant. Some municipalities would
receive no equalization grant but all would receive
at least the flat-rate rant. There should be a
provision that the tota f unconditional grant could
not exceed 70 per cent of actual expenditure less
other non-tax revenue, so that the principle of
local financial responsibility would be preserved in
all cases.
156. The actual tax rate on the actual
assessment of each city and town is found by
deducting, from the actual expenditures for local
services, its total grant and other non-tax revenue.
That is, the council imposes the tax rate which is
necessary to cover the balance of its expenditures
remaining after all other sources of revenue have
been taken into consideration.

municipalities in similar circumstances, that the
comparable levels of service be calcula ted separateiy
for each group of municipalities, classified
-m
by size.
148. In order to calculate the equalizing
grants, an appropriate “tax effort” must be calculated as well as a “standard expenditure”. Consistent with our approach to expenditures, we have
calculated separately for each group of municipalities the weight of tax which each should be
expected to impose to provide its residents with an
average level of local services. The selected weights
are higher for the large centres than for the small
ones. The substantially higher rate assigned to
the largest cities is an appropriate reflection of the
greater facilities provided to the residents of large
cities.
149. The object of the scheme is to enable
each municipality in each group, regardless of its
fiscal capacity, to provide a standard level of services at a unform tax burden. The first problem
is to determine the standard level of services, or
what we shall call the “standard expenditure”,
upon which the grants are to be based. It would
be possible for the province to prescribe a “foundation programme” for local services in order to
calculate the standard expenditure just as most
provinces now prescribe a foundation programme
for education. But by their nature, local services
primarily concern the people resident in a particular municipality. The best solution would seem
to be to let the standard expenditure per capita
be equal to the average per capita amount actually
spent on local services by each type of municipality. Calculated in this way, the standard expenditure is determined by what the municipalities
themseLves on the average deem to be a desirable
amount of expenditure for local services.
150. The municipalities have been divided
into different groups according to size and character because the range of services and the cost 08
providing them varies with size of the municipality. Each group has its own standard expenditure, and the equalization formula is applied to
each group separately. We found that the municipalities fall neatly into three groups: Group A
consists of the three large cities of about 20,000
and over in population; Group B comprises the
smaller cities and the larger towns; and Group C
comprises the rest of the towns. The new villages
would form another group and the local service
districts still another.
151. After the standard expenditure has
been calculated for each group of municipalities,
the next step is to determine the municipal and
provincial shares of the standard expenditure in
such a way that every municipality in each group
can raise its share by imposing the same tax rate
on the market value of its taxable property.
Remember that this share refers to the average
or standard expenditure - not to the actual
expenditure.

XXX. Impact Upon Provincial Revenues
157. We stated earlier that a proper analysis
of municipal finances must have regard to the
combined provincial and municipal revenues and
that the loss of revenue from the termination of
the poll and personal property taxes would be
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more than made up by the yield of the tax increases we recommend. We have already discussed
how the finances of the municipalities would be
affected. The rates of real property taxes shown
in Table 1:3, together with the new grants and
minor sources of revenue, would have covered
actual municipal expenditures for the services
which would have been left with the municipalities under our recommendations had they been in
effect and their consequences fully felt during
1961.
158. Table 1:5 summarizes the financial
consequences of our recommendations for the
provincial government. If we had been content
with recommendations which would impose some

order and equity upon municipal taxation and
nothing more, the reconstitution of the real property taxes, the abolition of the poll and personal
property taxes and the replacement of the subsidy
payments by equalizing grants, would have
sufficed. If we had been content with this objective alone, however, we would have recommended
that the taxes on timberlands be reduced by more
than we have actually recommended, with the loss
of revenue being made good by quite modest taxes
on automotive vhicles. But such recommendations
would have ignored a substantial part of the problems assigned to us. They would have ignored
the instruction given to us to examine fiscal
policy. They would also have meant leaving the

SUMMARY OF EFFECTS WHICH COMMISSION REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE
RECOMMENDATIONS WOULD HAVE ON PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT FINANCES,
1961 BASIS
Expenditures by Commissions:
Item 1.
Actual 1961 expenditures by urban municipalities and counties
(inclusive of contributions received from provincial government) . . .
Education ............................................................................................
Hospitals and public health ..............................................................
Social welfare ........................................................................
Law enforcement and corrections ................. ....................................
Civil defence ............................................................................

25,795
1,685
3,383
550
59

+31,472

Administration of unincorporated territory and property tax assessments and collection ...............................................................
County debt charges ...............................................................

682
451

+1,133

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

$000

Deduct decrease in provincial contributions to municipalities and
school boards a ....................................................................................
Sub-total .................................................................................................
Add: Estimated costs of raising standards:
Education .......................................................................................
Social welfare ..................................................................................
Law enforcement and detentions ................................................

7 . Add provision for reduction of the increase in provincial net debt. . .
Provision for increased revenue requirements which cannot be
estimated ..................................................................................................

-10,055
+22,550
3,500
1,500
366
7,669
2,255

9. Total increase in provincial government revenue requirements . . . . . . .
Increase in Provincial Revenues:
10. Public schools tax on real property assessments, at 1 1/2 % (including
business tax and special tax on large timberlands) ......................
11. Automotive vehicles taxes ............................................................
12. Increased yield of sales tax ....................................................................
13. Total increase in provincial revenue .............................. ......................

+5,366

9,924
37,840

22,370
7,500
7,970
37,840

a) Includes deduction of public works provided by the Department of Public Works for local improvement districts and unincorporated communities.
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responsibilities for education, welfare, hospitals
and justice with governmental bodies not equipped
to discharge them adeauatelv and continuing the
false econ%mies of s&ndi& too little for ihese
vital services so that full valGe is not obtained for
the funds which are expended. In such circumstances, it would be a Gasonable expectation that,
after a’ short time, the financial regources of the
municipalities, especially the counties, would
again be overstrained bv the rising costs of edu&ion and that, pervegsely, thouiands of children would continlue to beU deprived of adequate
instruction.
159. We have not been content to so confine
our recommendations that the full fruits of reform
could not be garnered. We have not been content
to be concerned about the raising of revenue onlv,
turning a blind eye to the equally great defects ki
exDenditure Droerammes and the structure of
mknicipal ao*verGment , Consequently we have
frankl; indicated, indeed insisied, <hat p r o p e r
refo&s reouire a total increase 01 almost $3.4
million in <he appropriations for education ($3.5
million) social welfare ($1.5 million) and justice
($366:000), on a 1961 basis. In addition, we
would expect that the reallocation of responsibilities for nublic health services would result in an
improverGent in the standard of these services and
th& there would be other unforeseeable minor
increases in provincialexpenditures.
160. Oi the other hand, substantial economies and savings would result from our recommendations. BV far the most imnortant Dart of
these economiesdwould take the foGm of obiaining
more value x>er dollar of exDenditure.
It is of
course not Gssible to attach Lanv figure to such
irnprovemeI;ts in performance, bGt they are very
real benefits, nevertheless, In addition, we can
see about $1’ million of reductions in costs; these
are described in ChaDter 15. Those who are not
sanguine about thesGe economies being realized
should n.ote that our financial -x>ronosals do not
deDend upon *them. Provision his bLeen made for
uiforesee*n expenditure increases, unrealized economies, and fok the widening of ‘the gap between
expenditures and revenues in the years since 1961
bv& entering a contingencv sum auf $2,255,000.
I I
J 161. uFinally, s&ce Fiscal policy fall; explicitlv within our terms. we have felt constrained to
mike allowance for iome decrease in the rate of
borrowing by the provincial government. The net
result of all these allowances is what we consider
to be an appropriate estimate of revenue requirements of the provincial government and its agencies at the 1961 level of expenditures, on the
assumption that *all our recommendations had been
in operation long enough for their full financial
effects to be felt. Full details are given in Chapter 15.
162. To raise the required revenue, we make
three recommendations of additional taxes. First,

there would be the province-wide, uniform rate of
$1.50 per $100 of the assessment of all taxable
real property, including business tax assessments,
the tax to be requisitioned from the local school:
boards by the Public Schools Commission. The
boards, ih turn, would undertake the leeal act off
imposi& the tak on ratepavers. But the”tax,, once
imposed: would be collGed by the assessments
and collections office of the Municipal Affairs
Commission and remitted to the Public Schools
Commission on behalf of the local school boards.
The tax should be imposed in this way so that the
status of the levv as a municiDa1 tax would be
retained to avoi& any danger1 that the federal
government’s ex p-at& grants in lieu of property
taxes would be scaled down to have regard only
for rates imposed by the municipalities for local
services.
163. The second source of additional revenues which we recommend is the tax on automotive vehicles - which would, in a sense, replace
the taxes on x>ersonal x>roDertv. We x>rox>ose Yates
of $30, $40 land $50’ fok p&senger’ auiomobiles
according to the three categories established for
the existing graduated provincial motor vehicle
licence fees . For commercial vehicles we recommend taxes, having an average weight of $100,
with the rates on particular types of vehicles to be
established by thi provincial lgovernment on the
advice of their officials in the motor vehicle licence
branch. In other words, the yield from all commercial vehicles should be $100 times the number
of taxed commercial vehicles, although the rate
for one class might be, say, $50 and the rate for
another $200.
164. As a third new source of revenue we
recommend that the rate of the general sales tax
be increased from 3 to 5 x>er ceGt. and that the
tax apply to a number if items’ now exempt.
These new items are: footwear and skates; domestic and commercial power; hotel, motel and equivalent accommodation; all medicaments except
those purchased under prescription; and goods
purchased bv the New Brunswick Electric Power
‘Corpora tionkxcept those used directly in the production process. The estimated vield of these new
sources if revenue, if they had been in effect fop
1961, is shown toward the bottom of Table 1: 5.
Our reasons for selecting this set of tax increases
are set out -in ‘Chapter 1s.
1 6 5 . T h e Calculations o f r e v e n u e s a n d
exDenditures resulting from our recommendations
w& no doubt be qu&tioned. In particular, our
assumptions concerning the level of expenditures
which would result from the raising of standards
will be challenged. Some persons may be convinced that the transfer of responsibilities to the
provincial level, even with commissions, would
result in higher expenditures, more waste, and
less control. It is clear from the arguments we
have presented that, we consider this contention to
35.

alone as high as in the wealthiest provinces, wit,h
similar burdens of taxation, unless-there is a very
large increase in federal eaualization navments.
Thg Drovince t h e r e f o r e ha\ a stron& &se f o r
great;! financial assistance from i&e federal
government. The strongest ground for this assistince is that poverty I;egeG poverty while an
expanding and viable economy will bring the need
for assistance to an end.
168. Our recommendations will implement
the principle of fiscal equity within the province;
that- is, every citizen in a given type of locality in
the province will receive approximately the same
level of services and i.ncur approximatelv the
same tax burdens as he would if ‘he lived iA anv
other community of the same type. As we argGe
in Chapter 7, the application of this principle has
two significant virtues. First, it dispenses the
same measure of fiscal justice to all citizens in the
province and second, it is conducive to making the
best use of the province’s economic resources: for
it eliminates th& differential fiscal nressures ‘that
would otherwise encourage people Ld capital to
move to wealthier localities L where the co’mbination of public services and tax burdens is more
favourable, even when they would be more productive in ‘their present lo&ion. Corresnondingly, such differential fiscal pressures inhibit the
movement of labour and caDita1 from relativelv
wealthy to poor localities, &en when these rg. source; could find more productive employment
there.
169. Even if productive resources were all
located where they L were most productive, there
would still be differences in p&r capita income
between localities and provinces because of differences in the distribution of high- and low-income
occupations and there would “still be differences
in per capita wealth. The consequent differences
in fiscal iapacity would therefor; still necessitate
fiscal adjustme& through equalization payments
to meet ihe requirements ofi equity and &ficient
use of resources: These considerations, then, apply
nationally and call for the application
of the
-principle of fiscal equity among provinces as well
as within provinces. ‘The continuing failure to
apply this principle will result in continual
ineqtiitv with respect to the citizens in the x>oorer
pro&&es and in histortion in the allocationbf the
nation’s resources with a resulting over-all loss in
production and well-being.
170 . Although the” provincial government
has no direct contEo1 over ihe federal iavments it
receives, it should continually press fo> i rat.ional
system bf equalization grant: ih keening with the
grinciple of L fiscal equi:y. By irnplGm&ting this
principle with respect to its municipalities in
accordance with our recommendations, New Brunswick will be in a powerful position ‘to press for
its implementation* in the Isphere of A federalprovindial relations as well.

be based on customary habits of thinking rather
than on critical analysis. It would be possible to
make a different setU of expenditure caLulations,
based upon different assur&tions about the new
level of kxpenditures, whichlwould show the province to be ;n worse f;n.ancial circumstances Gnder
our programmes than it is now. In anticination
of &is &action, let it be said that the exneiditure
calculations are not solelv our own. Thev were
made with the benefit of’ cost estimates pcepared
by qualified officials of the provincial gov&Gnent.
The yield to be derived from the new taxes we
propose have been similarly carefully verified.
XXXI.

Inadequacy of Present Federal-Provincial
Fiscal Arrangements

166. We have had to make our recommendations within the framework of the financial
resources available to the province and to
municipalities, including both provincially and
municipally raised revenues and the various
unconditional grants and conditional shared-cost
contributions received from the federal government. Although substantial, the present pa’hents
from the federal government fall far short of the
amounts necessar? to permit New Brunswick to
provide as high I&els Gf services as the wealthier
provinces, or even as high as all provinces on the
average, without imposing much’.heavier burdens
of taxation than the wealthier provinces need
impose on their citizens. Provincial and local
taxes in New Brunswick are in general already at
least as high as in most of the wGalthier provinces.
(The retail sales tax at 3 per cent is an exception,
but we are recommendink that it be raised to 6
per cent.)
167. In 1960 combined provincial and municipal taxes were a higher Dercentage of total ner&al income of our &ov&ce than”in all but iwo
others. According tb an incidence of taxation
index compiled forthe Submission by the Government of New Brunswick to the Royal Commission
on Banking and Finance, (Table 2, Appendix A)
provincial and municipal taxes were the second
highest in Canada in the years 1956 to 1958.
Moreover, tax capacities increase more than proportionately with per capita income. Even so,
New Brunswick in 1960 had a combined provincial and municipal net general expenditure per
capita of only about 88 per cent of the (Canadian
average and of only 71 per cent of the average
for Alberta and British Columbia, the two highest
provinces.
It would have required about $22
million of additional revenue toaraise New Brunswick to the national average, and about $63 million to bring it up to the average for Alberta and
British Columbia. Although these are only rough
approximations, they are %fficiently ac&rate uto
show that New Brunswick cannot possibly provide
public services equal to national standards, let
35

XXXII. Provincial Review and Control of
Public Spending
171. We have just stated a case for more
adequate federal equalization grants to our province. But New Brunswick cannot validly lay
claim to more federal assistance unless it invests
adequately in its people - primarily by education
but also by adequate public health services and
social welfare programmes the primary aim of
which is the rehabilitation of families Gvhich for
any reason are incapable of supporting themselves.
An educated and healthy labour force well adiusted to the modern envir&ment is a prerequisite to
a quickening of t,he industrial &owth’ of the
pro;ince an&vi11 do more to attra.G industry than
any other single condition. The ordering of
priorities for the spending of public funds is no
easy task and political leadership should be ahead
of and give direction to public opinion. We are
of the view that education should be given a higher
priority than it has in the past. No other expenditure will yield higher economic and social returns.
172. The acute shortage of funds for nublic
expenditures, in comparisoG to the central and
w&tern provinces, makes it all the more important
that the broper priorities be established and proper
controls maintained. The provincial government
is to be commended for its use of a Treasury
Board to scrutinize and co-ordinate the budgets d’f
the several departments, and the provision I-&cently made for an auditor-general is applauded. But
the Treasury Board is understaffed -and, in general, the administration of the province suffers
from a lack of well qualified, energetic and competent senior officers. Personnel - of this calibre
cannot be attracted to the public service, however,
unless salaries are comparable to those in rival
positions and unless thev are allowed to play the
role for which they are qualified, free of interference from extraneous considerations. We discuss
these vital matters in ,some detail in Chapter 16.
XXXIII.

Attracting Industry to the Province

173. During all our inquiries and deliberations, in the formulation of our recommendations
and ‘in the writing of this report we have been
constantlv mindfurof the Drovlfnce’s need for more
industry Jand a more raiid economic expansion.
This alone can nrovide ihe iobs for theL far too
large numbers if unemployhd persons. And a
high and stable level of emnlovment would do
m&e to improve the lot of th< m”any needy families than an; action which a provincial gov&nment
can take. A high level of e&ployment% a precondition of all fully successful social welfare programmes; for the welfare of the individual there
is no substitute for the opportunity to work for
his living and the support of his family.
174. We are cotivinced that the ‘implementation of our recommendations would do &uch to

create a climate favourable for economic growth.
First, a province’s most valuable resource is its
people. The raising of the level of instruction in
the school districts where thev are most inademm te would substan.tiallv improve th.e quality of
the new entrants to our labour force.
175. Second, the method of taxing business
property which we recommend would, Gve believe,
be as aitractive to industrv as the nronertv taxes
of several other provinces: AlthoGgh’ its “importance is often exaggerated, nrol;>ertv taxation can
be an important d&rent id thi miintenance and
expansion of existing industry and the attraction
of new firms. Property taxes are a fixed charge
which must be met regard].ess of the vo1um.e of
business and the level of profits. We h.ave sought
to encourage new indust&? by recommending that
onlv build&es and land ‘be ‘taxed and that-‘there
shobld be a gniform local tax on business property
in cities and towns of 5Oc per $100 and a uniform
public schools tax of $1.50 per $100 of assessment,
ihe two taxes being ‘DavalGle bv both the owner
and bv the occupi&.~ In the “new villages and
local s&vice districts, the maximum local Tax rate
would be 5Oc, and ih unorganized territory only
the public sck;ools tax would be levied. No guarantes could be given that these proposed uniform
rates would nev& be raised. W& h&e they would
not have to be, since the tax base Gould be kept
current bv reGaluations at market value eveiv
fifth year.y But if they.I were changed, it is impo<tant that uniformity be ma intaincd.
176. Third, a low level of Dublic services is
a deterrent to industry. Managkment and other
executives who influence business decisions attach
imDortance to the calibre of schools in a community: its health and welfare services, the physical
atiDearance of the municiDalitv an’d its -cultural
aGenities and recreational ‘facilities. It has been
the aim of our recommendations that an adequate
level of all these services be available in all parts
of the province; either an agency of the provincial
government is to provide them directly or the
municipality would be put in a financial position
to do so.
177. Taken together these changes should
considerably increase New Brunswick’s attraction
for indust&. In addition. because it is so vital to
t h e succesg of all pover;ment programmes, w e
have offered some GcommendatiGns vfor the direct
stimulation of industrial development. We welcomed the announcement in Au&St of the activation of the New Brunswick Dev&IoDment Cornoration. New Brunswick needs a &oErrammeA like
the Industrial Estates Limited Gf Nova Scotia.
Much of the success of the Corporation will depend
uDon the abilities and energies of its Dersonnel.
ahd the liaisons they establishv and the coloperatioi
they receive from iI1 agencies and departhents of
the provincial government.

178. We recommend that no provincial tax
concession be granted to new industrial projects.
Assistance should be offered in various other ways,
as mentioned below, and these would make tax
concessions unnecessary. In no circumstances
should a municipality be allowed to offer tax
concessions of any sort on its own account and
the municipalities act should include a specific
prohibi.tion of them. The objective is to attract
new industry to the province not to particular
municipalities, and within the province new industry should find the location most advantageous for
its competitive position.
179. The crucial policy decision relating to
the stimulation of industrial development concerns
the setting of the maximum amount of assistance
to any project. We recommend that this decision
should be made now bv the government of the
province. The maximum assistance should be
expressed separately as a percentage of the capital
cost of the proj ect and of the net value added
actuallv achieved. (Net value added is gross revenue from sales minus the cost of all Jnaterials,
parts, fuel and power purchased from other corn:
panies.) The objective should be to grant the
assistance only to new firms and expansions of
old ones which would not otherwise be located in
the province and not to grant a greater inducement than is required to cause it to be located
here. This is extraordinarilv difficult to achieve.
Accordinglv, the maximum vamount of assistance
should be decided as firm cabinet policy. Whether
it should be given statutory sanction and widely
advertized presents a dilemma.
Advertizing
would, it is hoped, attract new firms which would
not otherwise consider investing in the province.
But it would also encourage the promoters of all
new investment projects to make out a case that
they were eligible for, and could not justify
their investment decision without, the maximum
incentive.
180. Once the maximum cost which would
be absorbed bv the provincial treasurv was fixed,
the form which the assistance could take should be
left open for the manager of the Industrial Development ICorporation and others involved in the
promotion of industrv, to be fitted to the reauirements of the applicant: Among these forms might
be: the building and leasing of a factory to a
company’s specifications; the provision of a service at less than cost; a grant equal to part of the
capital cost; training workers to suit the particular
needs of the industry; or a straight cash subsidy
for a limited period.
181. We further recommend that the province’s policies governing the licensing and alienation of its natural resources owned in the right
of the province, should be reviewed jointly by an
industrial development committee and the Department of Lands and Mines. The objective should
u
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be to determine whether any aspects of these policies are impeding the economic development of
the province. We also urge that an inquiry be
conducted to discover what factors are preventing
the forest and mining industries from enlarging
their share of the world market for the products
which thev produce. Care should be taken, in
this and all other industrial development research,
that the work done by the several agencies now
engaged in studying the various aspects of the
development of the Atlantic Provinces is not
duplicated.
XXXIV. Conclusion
182. The present is an especially propitious
time for far reaching changes in the structure and
activities of the provincial and municipal governments of our province. The allocation of responsibilities for education and the manner of financing it cannot continue as thev are; New Brunswick
has lagged behind all other provinces in this
matter. The bold adoption of a constructive policy
of social welfare begun in 1961 must be carried
forward to its logical conclusion or it will founder
on the lack of an efficient administrative organization. The provision of hospital care without
charge must be protected from abuse and waste.
The modernization of the administration of justice
and the creation of a mod.ern system of prisoner
rehabilitation, which have been urged for over a
decade, must be promptlv accom-plished.
Our
province mav not be able to create economic affluence for its Ypeople in the near future but it can,
if it wishes, become remarkable for a political and
social environment conducive to their well-being
and happiness.
183. Municipal taxation in our province is
notable for its inequality and inequities. It lacks
form and structure. It is the result of many
decades of ad hoc measures. Its continuation
could be justified only if nominal amount,s of tax
were being collected. The heavy weight of taxation of the present affects families and firms too
much for the determination of tax liabilitv to be
left in the hands of relatively untrained assessors.
Taxation is a multi-million dollar business and
only the modern methods of large-scale enterprise
can achieve efficiency.
184. “Innovation is a state of mind” and
innovation includes the adoption of superior
methods developed by others. Our province can
muddle through, stumbling from one problem to
another. Or it can put its house in order and
become justifiably proud of its collective government accomplishments. We often envy the greater
affluence of our sister provinces; but we need not
retain the reputation that our governmental activities are even less developed than our economy.
We may, if we are so resolved, become a model
of enlightened government.
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